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REPORT RE:
DRAFT ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING
THE JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN

The Honorable City Council
of the City of Los Angeles
Room 395, City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012
Council File No. 13-0174
CPC File No. 2010-0031-SP-AD
ENV -201 0-0032-EI R
Honorable Members:
This Office transmits to you for your consideration a draft ordinance, approved as
to form and legality, that, if adopted, would establish the Jordan Downs Urban Village
Specific Plan. The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan is attached to the draft
ordinance.
Background
The draft ordinance would establish the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific
Plan, which relates to a portion of the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan area.
The Specific Plan area is generally bounded by Grape Street to the West, 103rd Street
to the South, Alameda Street to the East, and 97th Street to the North. This area is
approximately 118 acres, a portion of which (comprising approximately 42 acres) is
currently within the County of Los Angeles and is proposed to be annexed into the City
of Los Angeles. It is anticipated that the Specific Plan area will be re-subdivided in a
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manner that is consistent with the subdivision envisioned in the Specific Plan. Such resubdivision process has not been finalized.
Currently, the Jordan Downs community within the Specific Plan area contains
700 public housing units, which units were built between 1942 and 1955, and are owned
and operated by the Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles (HACLA).
In 2010, HACLA adopted a master plan for the redevelopment of the Jordan
Downs community, calling for additional housing units, mixed-use development
opportunities, a central park, and new street grids. Specifically, the master plan
contemplates: (i) replacement of the existing 700 dwelling units, plus adding up to
1,100 new dwelling units, to be built in a variety of residential buildings types, for a total
of up to 1 ,BOO dwelling units; (ii) construction of new community facilities, including a
family resource center and a gymnasium; (iii) development of up to 250,000 square feet
of new commercial/office/retail space on seven acres of existing industrial land along
the Alameda Street corridor, plus up to 20,000 gross square feet of community-serving
retail and services in mixed-use buildings; and (iv) inclusion of a network of parks and
open space totaling approximately B.9 acres, centered in and around a central park.
The Specific Plan is designed to accommodate the development envisioned in
HACLA's master plan.
Summary of Ordinance Provisions
The Specific Plan sets forth seven new zones with the "Uv" (Urban Village)
designation (i.e., PF-UV zone, OS-UV zone, A1-UV zone, R3-UV zone, RAS3-UV zone,
RAS4-UV zone, and CM-UV zone). Each of the new zones has its own standards and
regulations. Three subareas and four height districts are also established within the
Specific Plan area. In addition, specific provisions are included in the Specific Plan to
regulate the quantity, design, and location of automotive parking spaces and on-site
open space.
The City Planning Commission (CPC) and your Planning and Land Use
Management (PLUM) Committee have reviewed a previous draft of the Specific Plan.
After the CPC's review, and prior to your PLUM Committee's review, Atlas Iron and
Metal Company (Atlas), which owns and operates certain manufacturing uses within the
Specific Plan area, requested various changes to the Specific Plan. Essentially, Atlas
requested less restrictive regulations for its existing manufacturing operations. At the
same time, HACLA also requested various changes to the Specific Plan to provide
flexibility for its contemplated redevelopment of the Jordan Downs community. Atlas'
and HAC LA's changes were specified in a document titled "Attachment C," which was
submitted by the Department of City Planning on March 19,2013. Your PLUM
Committee recommended approval of the Attachment C changes. Your Honorable
Body approved them on April 17,2013, at the same time you approved the General
Plan amendment to change the street classification of a portion of Century Boulevard.
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In addition to the above-mentioned Attachment C changes, as well as numerous
formatting, wording, and technical changes, various modifications have been made to
the draft Specific Plan that was reviewed by the CPC and your PLUM Committee. The
following paragraphs highlight six significant conceptual changes:
(1)

Because a portion of the Specific Plan area has yet to be annexed into the
City of Los Angeles, and because the land within the Specific Plan area
has yet to be re-subdivided, language has been added to state that the
rules and regulations established by the Specific Plan shall become
applicable to property within the Specific Plan area immediately upon, and
not before, the occurrence of both of the following: (i) the annexation
process has been completed so that the entire Specific Plan area is within
the City of Los Angeles; and (ii) the land within the Specific Plan area has
been subdivided in a manner that correlates with the subdivision
contemplated in the Specific Plan. Prior to the occurrence of those two
events, the rules and regulations set forth in the Zoning Code shall be
applicable to property within the Specific Plan area within the City limits.

(2)

Certain sections relating to building typologies, design standards, building
standards, architectural details, site planning, open space standards,
streets/mobility, and lighting that were previously included in the body of
the Specific Plan have been removed and attached as Appendices A and
B to the Specific Plan. Projects are required to comply with the spirit and
intent of such appendices.

(3)

All provisions regulating signage that were previously included in the
Specific Plan have been deleted. The following new provision has been
added: "All signage within the Specific Plan area shall comply with the
signage regulations set forth in the LAMC. Notwithstanding anything to
the contrary, in addition to the sign types prohibited by the LAMC, the
following types of signs are prohibited within the Specific Plan area:
billboards; free-standing pole signs; banners; illuminated canopy signs;
inflatable devices; feather signs, digital, flashing, animated, blinking, or
scrolling signs or signs that appear to have any movement; canister wall
or canister blade signs; and signs with pliable vinyl letters."

(4)

Language has been added to indicate that uses permitted in each of the
new zones of the Specific Plan include all those uses permitted in the
underlying zone of the Zoning Code. For example, in addition to those
permitted uses listed in the Specific Plan for the new R3-UV zone, all
permitted uses in the regular R3 zone are permitted in the new R3-UV
zone.

(5)

The format of the Specific Plan ordinance has been modified. Previously,
the entire Specific Plan, itself, constituted the ordinance. Now, the
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Specific Plan is an attachment to the ordinance that establishes the
Specific Plan.
(6)

All bicycle parking requirements have been deleted in light of the adoption
of the Bicycle Parking Ordinance.

The current draft of the Specific Plan, which is enclosed herewith, contains all of
the changes mentioned above. Since the current draft substantially deviates from the
previous draft reviewed and approved by the CPC, the Specific Plan before you has
been disapproved by the Director of Planning on July 31, 2013, on behalf of the CPC
and WOUld,accordingly, require approval by a vote of not less than two-thirds of the
members of the City Council pursuant to Section 558(b)(3)(8) of the Los Angeles City
Charter.
The implementation of the development contemplated in the Specific Plan to
ensure public health and safety requires funding from a variety of local, state and
federal sources, and it is essential that the ordinance take effect in time to
accommodate the applications for those funding sources. The draft ordinance before
you contains an urgency clause that makes the ordinance effective upon publication,
pursuant to Section 253 of the Los Angeles City Charter.
Findings
Should you adopt this ordinance, you may comply with the provisions of Charter
Section 558 by either adopting the findings prepared by the Department of City Planning
and recommended by the CPC in its January 30,2013, written determination, or by
making your own findings.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
If you wish to adopt the proposed ordinance, you must first comply with CEQA.
You may do so by doing the following:
(1)

CERTIFY that the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (EIR No. ENV2010-0032-EIR; State Clearing House No. 2010021007) has been
completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act, the
State Guidelines and the City Guidelines and that the City Council has
reviewed the information contained therein and considered it along with
other factors related to this project, that this determination reflects the
independent judgment of the City of Los Angeles; and that the documents
constituting the record of proceedings in this matter are located in Council
file No.13-0174 in the custody of the City Clerk and in the files of the
Department of City Planning in the custody of the Environmental Review
Section; and ADOPT the EIR;
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(2)

ADOPT the FINDINGS recommended by the Los Angeles City Planning
Commission in its January 30, 2013, written determination, pursuant to
and in accordance with Section 21081 of the Pubic Resources Code and
the Statement of Overriding Considerations prepared by the Department
of City Planning;

(3)

ADOPT the FINDINGS made pursuant to and in accordance with Section
21081.6 of the Public Resources Code concerning the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program as the findings of City Council and
ADOPT the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program; and

(4)

ADOPT the FINDINGS recommended by the Los Angeles City Planning
Commission in its January 30, 2013, written determination, including the
Environmental Findings, as the Findings of the City Council.

If this ordinance is adopted, Department of City Planning staff should be directed
to cause the filing of a Notice of Determination in accordance with State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15075.
Council Rule 38 Referral
Pursuant to Council Rule 38, a copy of the draft ordinance was sent to the
Department of Recreation and Parks, Department of Building and Safety, Department of
Housing and Community Investment, and Department of Transportation, and they were
asked to send any comments they have directly to you.
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Deputy City
Attorney Edward Young at (213) 978-8228. He or another member of this Office will be
present when you consider this matter to answer any questions you may have.
Very truly yours,
MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney
By

tZt~if~~
PEDRO B. ECHEVERRIA
Chief Assistant City Attorney
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ORDINANCE NO.

_

An ordinance establishing a specific plan, known as the Jordan Downs Urban
Village Specific Plan, relating to a portion of the Southeast Los Angles Community Plan
area generally bounded by 9ih Street to the north, Alameda Street to the east, 103rd
Street to the south, and Grape Street to the west.
THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The City Council hereby establishes and adopts the attached Jordan
Downs Urban Village Specific Plan for the areabounded by heavy dashed lines, as
shown on the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan Boundaries Map (Map 1)
contained in the Specific Plan.
Sec. 2. The City Council finds that the adoption and efficacy of this ordinance
are required for the immediate protection of public peace, health and safety, and
implementation of the development contemplated in the Specific Plan requires funding
from a variety of local, state and federal sources, and it is essential that this ordinance
take effect in time to accommodate the applications for those funding sources. For that
reason, this ordinance shall become effective upon publication, pursuant to Section 253
of the Los Angeles City Charter.

1

Sec. 3. The City Clerk shall certify to the passage of this ordinance and have it
published in accordance with Council policy, either in a daily newspaper circulated in
the City of Los Angeles or by posting for ten days in three public places in the City of
Los Angeles: one copy on the bulletin board located at the Main Street entrance to the
Los Angeles City Hall; one copy on the bulletin board located at the Main Street
entrance to the Los Angeles City Hall East; and one copy on the bulletin board located
at the Temple Street entrance to the Los Angeles County Hall of Records.

I hereby certify that this ordinance was passed by the Council of the City of
Los Angeles, by a vote of not less than two-thirds
of~
__

of all of its members, at its meeting

JUNE LAG MAY, City Clerk

By

_
Deputy

Approved

_

Mayor

Approved as to Form and Legality
Pursuant to Charter Section 559, I
. disapprove this ordinance on behalf of the
City Planning Commission .....

MICHAEL N. FEUER, City Attorney

::t;;4:;
8y

-=
~--~--

Michael LoGrande
Director of Planning

__ ~-------

File No(s). CF 13-0174; CPC File No. 2010-0031-SP-AD
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3)

See attached report.
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JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE
SPECIFIC PLAN
This Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan was prepared and adopted within the following context:
o

The articulated objectives and policies of the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan
(Community Plan), which was revised in March 2000, include policies to promote safe,
high-quality residential uses to serve all demographics of the community; and

o

The Jordan Downs Community currently consists of 700 public housing units constructed
between 1942 and 1955, which units are owned and operated by the Housing Authority
of the City of Los Angeles (HACLA); and

o

The HACLA has adopted a plan to construct 30,000 new dwelling units while preserving
its existing stock citywide during the next ten years; and

o

The Jordan Downs Community
presents a unique opportunity
to redevelop a
neighborhood by replacing existing units as well as increasing housing stock, promoting
mixed use opportunities, providing open space, and introducing social programs that are
all focused on serving residents and families on limited income; and

o

In 2008, Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa introduced Hous;ng That Works, a five
year housing initiative to promote housing in the City of Los Angeles through different
goals and programs, including transforming public housing through projects such as
Jordan Downs; and

o

On March 6, 2009, the Los Angeles City Council adopted a motion that instructed the
Department of City Planning, in coordination with the HACLA and other City Agencies, to
create a Specific Plan for the Jordan Downs Community; and

o

The Jordan Downs MasterPlan (Master Plan) was approved by the Board of the HACLA
on January 13, 2010, which Master Plan calls for the redevelopment of the Jordan Downs
Community; and

o

The Housing Element, a portion of the General Plan for the City of Los Angeles, contains
policies and goals for the production of increased housing stock that may be directed to
families and individuals across a wide demographic,
ensuring stable and safe
neighborhoods, and promoting home ownership; and

o

The close proximity of numerous school facilities and the broad demographics of the
Jordan
Downs Community
necessitate
the development
of a family-oriented
neighborhood.
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Section 1.

APPLICABILITY

OF THE PLAN

A.

The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan is applicable to that certain
portion of the area of the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan of the City of
Los Angeles shown with heavy dashed lines on Map 1 (Jordan Downs Urban
Village Specific Plan Boundaries Map).

B.

This Specific Plan acknowledges that, as of the date of adoption of this Specific
. Plan: (i) a portion of the Specific Plan area has yet to be annexed into the City of
Los Angeles, and (ii) the land within the Specific Plan area has yet to be
subdivided in a manner that correlates with the subdivision contemplated in Map
1 of this Specific Plan. The rules and regulations established by this Specific
Plan shall become applicable to property within the Specific Plan area
immediately upon, and not before, the occurrence of both of the following: (i) the
annexation process has been completed so that the entire Specific Plan area is
within the City of Los Angeles, and (ii) the land within the Specific Plan area has
been subdivided in a manner that correlates with the subdivision contemplated in
Map 1 of this Specific Plan. Prior to the occurrence of those two events, the
rules and regulations set forth in the Zoning Code shall be applicable to property
within the Specific Plan area within the City limits.
[remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Section 2.

PURPOSES
This Specific Plan is intended to provide, together with all other applicable regulations,
regulatory land use controls and guidelines for the area within this Specific Plan boundary
and to provide for the public need, convenience, and general welfare of the Specific Plan
area.
More specifically, this Specific Plan is intended to provide the land use framework for the
redevelopment of the 118-acre public housing, commercial, industrial, and civic site with
a mix of housing, retail, parks, schools, employment opportunities, social services and
civic uses. It is the intention of this Specific Plan to accomplish the following objectives:
Specify the appropriate
location,
diversity
and intensity
of
development, mix of land uses and building heights to be constructed;

residential

Guide the character of the land development to ensure that high-quality, place
making improvements are made to create a safe and inviting, pedestrianoriented, local retail destination not currently available in the area;
Establish public and private sector implementation measures and responsibilities
that adequately address both local and regional impacts; and
Define the future locations and dimensions of streets, rights-of-way
access ways for multimodal connectivity and appropriate urban form.

or other

Furthermore, this Specific Plan is intended to:
•

Implement the goals and policies of the Southeast Los Angeles Community
Plan.

•

Guide development,including
use, height, density, parking, landscaping,
architectural design guidelines and other related factors to ensure compatible
development with the community.

•

Improve the physical, social, and psychological well-being of the Jordan
Downs Community through improvements on the built environment.

•

Serve as a catalyst for the creation of environmentally friendly housing in
Watts, and in Los Angeles as a whole, that is efficient in its use of energy
and water.

•

Develop a model of urban sustainability based on a comprehensive, open
space strategy
and sustainable
building
design
that will provide
environmental and health benefits, as well as transform the community into a
safe, thriving, desirable, and livable urban neighborhood.

•

Create a safe and inviting neighborhood that promotes reduced
usage through improved walk-ability and transportation efficiency.

•

Enhance the level of health and safety by creating building units that are
conducive to security and potentially reducing crime.

•

Develop a supportive environment for residents to become employed and
work toward economic self-sufficiency.

•

Facilitate the construction
housing needs.

•

Create a transit oriented community that provides housing, employment, and
educational land uses accessible by public transportation.

Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan
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•

Preserve land uses that have historic and social significance to the
community, notably the Freedom Tree, Mudtown Farms Community Garden,
and Jordan High School.

•

Promote new development
character and scale.

•

Serve as a model plan for similar future projects within the City.

RELATIONSHIP

that is compatible

with existing

neighborhood

TO THE LOS ANGELES MUNICIPAL CODE

The regulations set forth in this Specific Plan are in addition to those set forth in the Los
Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), as amended, and do not convey any rights or privileges
not otherwise granted under the provisions and procedures contained therein, except as
specifically provided herein.
A.

Wherever this Specific Plan contains provision regarding densities, yards, height,
Floor Area Multipliers, parking, landscaping requirements or other development
standards that differ from, or conflict with, the provisions contained in Chapter 1 of
the LAMC, this Specific Plan shall prevail and supersede the applicable provisions of
the LAMC.

B.

With respect to Projects within the Specific Plan area, this Specific
supersede certain LAMC regulations in the following manner:

Plan shall

1.

Site Plan Review and Major Development Projects. This Specific Plan
supersedes regulations in LAMC Sections 16.05 and 12.24 U.14. Therefore,
neither Site Plan Review nor conditional use permits for Major Development
Projects shall be required for Projects within the Specific Plan area.

2.

Commercial
Corner and Mini~Shopping
Centers Ordinance.
This
Specific Plan supersedes LAMC Sections 12.23 A.23, and 12.24 W.27.
Projects within the Specific Plan area shall be exempt from Commercial
Corner and Mini~Shopping Center requirements.

3.

Guest Rooms and Dwelling Unit Densities. This Specific Plan supersedes
all regulations in the LAMC that address the number of guest rooms or
dwelling units permitted within the buildable area of a lot, for purposes of
determining permitted density.

4.

Conditional Use Approval for Sales of Alcohol Specific Plan.
This
Specific Plan supersedes the provisions contained within the South Los
Angeles Alcohol Sales Specific Plan, as this Specific Plan prohibits the sale
of alcohol for off-site consumption, subject to LAMC Section 12.23 relating to
nonconforming uses.

5.

Conditional
Use Requirement
for Recycling Materials Processing
Facility. This Specific Plan supersedes the requirement for a Conditional
Use Permit pursuant to LAMe Section 12.24 U.22 with respect to any
recycling operation that exists at the time this Specific Plan is adopted.

6.

Recycling Materials Processing Facilltles-General
Provisions. With
respect to any recycling operation within Subarea 2 that exists at the time
this Specific Plan is adopted, this Specific Plan supersedes LAMC Section
12.21 A.18(f) in order to ensure that such existing recycling operation can
continue in Subarea 2. Sections 12.21 A.18(f) is not superseded by this
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Specific Plan for any new recycling operation within the Specific Plan area
not in existence at the time this Specific Plan is adopted.
7.

Nonconforming Use of Buildings. This Specific Plan does not supersede
LAMe Section 12.23 B. This provision shall not limit the applicability of any
LAMe section that is not expressly superseded by this Specific Plan.

8.

Park and Recreation Site Acquisition &. Development Provisions. Fees
and the dedication of land for recreation purposes that are associated with
approvals pursuant to LAMC Sections 12.33, 17.58, and 17.12 are waived,
because this Specific Plan includes a pre-determined allowance of land for
recreation. The dedication of over 6 acres for a new Jordan Downs Central
Park, which consists of a variety of passive and active recreational areas,
and an additional 2.9 acre network of pocket parks, greenways and other
open spaces, are found to satisfy the requirements of Section 17.12 of the
LAMe for dedication of real property for park and recreational purposes, or
for the payment of a fee in lieu thereof, in connection with the construction or
development of any and all dwelling units within the Specific Plan area. Park
or recreational space provided anywhere within the Specific Plan area shall
satisfy the foregoing requirement for any particular residential development,
provided that such space will be accessible to the residents of such
development. Subdivision maps for residential or condominium purposes are
hereby authorized to be recorded without any further compliance with
Section 17.12 of the LAMC.

9.

Design Review Board. The Specific Plan area shall not have a Design
Review Board pursuant to LAMe Section 16.50.

10. Regulation of Signage.
All signage within the Specific Plan area shall
comply with the signage regulations set forth in the LAMC. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, in addition to the sign types prohibited by the LAMe,
the following types of signs are prohibited within the Specific Plan area:
billboards; free-standing pole signs; banners; illuminated canopy signs;
inflatable devices; feather signs, digital, flashing, animated, blinking, or
scrolling signs or signs that appear to have any movement; canister wall or
canister blade signs; and signs with pliable vinyl letters.
Section 4.

DEFINITIONS
The following words and phrases, whenever used in this Specific Plan (including all
appendices hereto), shall be construed as defined in this section. Words and phrases
not defined in this section or elsewhere in this Specific Plan shall be construed as defined
in Sections 12.03 and 13.07 C of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC).
Best Management
Practices (BMPs).
Structural and nonstructural
stormwater
management control measures taken to mitigate changes to both quantity and quality of
runoff caused through changes to land use.
Biological Filtration cell (Biocell). A vegetated conveyance ditch similar to a bioswale,
but differs in that a biocell is typically utilized in parking lots, as an alternative drainage
system adjacent to parking stalls.
Biological Filtration swale (Bioswale).
A vegetated conveyance ditch designed to
allow for the detention and infiltration of stormwater and urban runoff. A bioswale shall
be designed to remove silt and pollution from surface water runoff and designed to
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maximize the time water spends in the swale, which aids in the trapping of pollutants and
silt.
Cistern.
Code.
LAMC.

A receptacle to catch and hold stormwater.
The City of Los Angeles

Municipal Code, which is also referred to herein as

Director of Planning (or Director). The chief administrative officer of the Department of
City Planning, or his or her designee, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.03 and City Charter
Section 508.
Facade.
Any side/face of a building composed as a visible, space-defining
facing a public street, alley, corridor, or community space.

element,

Floor Area Multiplier.
Instead of specifying a floor area ratio to establish the maximum
Floor Area permitted, each zone set forth in this Specific Plan specifies a Floor Area
Multiplier, which multiplier, when multiplied by the Lot Area of the lot, produces the
maximum amount of Floor Area allowable in a building on that lot. For example, with
respect to a lot with a Lot Area of 10,000 square feet that is located within a zone with a
Floor Area Multiplier of 3.0, the Floor Area of a building on that lot cannot exceed 30,000
square feet.
Flow-through
Planter.
Planting areas consisting of gravel, soil and vegetation
retains stormwater runoff as water slowly infiltrates through the planter.

that

Frontage.
The full length of a building measured alongside the property line on which
the building fronts.
Green Roof. A roof of a building that is partially or completely covered with vegetation
and soil, or a growing medium, planted over a waterproofing membrane.
Green Street. A street that is designed to infiltrate and treat storm water by cleaning it
through gravel, soil and plants. Green streets are also designed to increase the tree
canopy and to support native habitat through landscaping in the parkways and medians.
Ground

Floor.

Heat Island.
areas.
Infiltration.

The lowest level within a building which is directly accessible to a street.
The thermal gradient

differences

between developed

and undeveloped

The process by which water on the ground surface enters the soil.

Infiltration
Planter.
Planting areas consisting of gravel, soil and vegetation
designed to accept and detain runoff from streets and sidewalks.

that are

Lot Area. The entire area (in square feet) of a subdivided lot, inclusive of any portion
that may dedicated for easements or rights-of-way.
Lot Coverage.
by a building.

The percentage of Lot Area which, when viewed from above, is covered

Pervious Paving.
Permeable or porous pavement that allows the movement of water
and air through the paving material.
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Primary Entrance. An entrance directly accessible from an adjacent sidewalk. In the
context of a commercial use, such entrance shall remain open during the normal
business hours posted by the business even when side and rear public entrances are
provided.
Primary Entrance shall be distinguishable from other entrances through
signage, size, location, architectural details, landscape or hardscape, or other strategies.
Project. The construction, erection, or addition to any building or structure, or use of
building or land or change of use of a building or land on a lot located in whole or in part
within the Specific Plan area that requires the issuance of a grading permit, foundation
permit, building permit, or land use permit after the effective date of this Specific Plan. A
Project shall not include the following:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Demolition;
Interior remodeling of an existing building, except for conversion from retail
into residential uses that increases the occupant load and/or number of
habitable rooms, as determined by the Department of Building and Safety;
Additions to existing buildings that:
a. Cumulatively increase the Floor Area of an existing building by less
than 10% in area from the date of the adoption of this Specific Plan,
as determined by the Department of Building and Safety; and
b. Do not exceed the height of the existing building;
Exterior remodeling of a building that exists as of the effective date of this
Specific Plan; and
Notwithstanding LAMC Section 12.23 A 4, the rehabilitation or reconstruction
of a conforming or nonconforming building or structure which was damaged
or destroyed by fire, flood, wind, earthquake or other natural or man-made
disaster.

Rain Garden. Planting areas designed to accept and detain runoff from
impervious areas such as roofs, driveways, streets, and parking lots to be absorbed into
the ground.
Runoff. The flow of water, from rain or other sources, over the land surface.
Setback. The area of a lot measured from a lot line to a building facade or elevation that
must be maintained clear of permanent structures except fences, garden walls, arcades,
balconies, terraces and decks which are permitted to encroach into the setback.
Sharrows.
The travel lanes within the public right-of-way with bicycle-plus-arrow
markings indicating where bicyclists should ride to avoid traveling within the door zone of
parked cars.
Specific Plan. This Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan.
Stormwater.

Water that originates during precipitation events.

Street Wall. The vertical face of one or more buildings adjacent and parallel to the
sidewalk. The cumulative facade effect created on a pedestrian oriented corridor when
structures are built to the front lot-line and built to the edge of each side lot-line.
Urban Village (UV). A designation associated with the new zoning district established by
this Specific Plan, which zoning district covers the entire Specific Plan area.
Walkability.
The extent to which the built environment is friendly to the presence of
people living, shopping, visiting, enjoying or spending time in an area. This depends on
infrastructure factors such as, access to mass transit, presence and quality of walkways,
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buffers to moving traffic (planter strips, on-street parking, or bike lanes) and pedestrian
crossings, aesthetics, nearby local destinations, air quality, shade or sun in appropriate
seasons, street furniture, traffic volume and speed.
Section 5.

PROCEDURES
A.

Project Review and Clearance.
1.

General Requirements.
All Projects shall comply with the provisions set forth in
this Specific Plan and the spirit and intent of all appendices to this Specific Plan,
as determined by the Director. This section sets forth the processes for review
and approval of permits for all Projects to ensure compliance with the provisions
of this Specific Plan. No grading permit, foundation permit, building permit, or
land use permit shall be issued for any Project without compliance with the
procedures set forth in this Section 5.

2.

Administrative
Clearance.
Notwithstanding
LAMC Section 11.5.7.C, the
Director of Planning has the authority to administratively clear permits for: (i) any
proposed development pursuant to Subsection 6.H.5 of this Specific Plan; and (ii)
any Project that satisfies all of the following: (a) complies fully with Sections 6
through 9, inclusive, of this Specific Plan; (b) complies with the California
Environmental Quality Act, including compliance with any applicable mitigation
monitoring and reporting measures; and (c) complies with the spirit and intent of
all appendices to this Specific Plan, as determined by the Director.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, a Project located on property owned by
HACLA that would otherwise be subject to review pursuant to the abovereferenced Administrative Clearance process shall be subject to the Project
Permit Compliance process below unless the permit application for the Project is
accompanied by both (i) an approval letter from HACLA approving the proposed
Project and (ii) written consent by the Jordan Downs Community Advisory
Committee established by HACLA in May 2008.
In addition, notwithstanding anything to the contrary, a Project that involves any
transfer of development rights pursuant to Subsection 5.C below and would
otherwise be subject to review pursuant to the above-referenced Administrative
Clearance process shall be subject to the Project Permit Compliance process
below.

3.

Other Processes for Project Review.
Projects that do not qualify for review
pursuant to the above-referenced Administrative Clearance process shall be
subject to the following review processes, where applicable:
a.

Project Permit Compliance.
The Project Permit Compliance
procedures, as provided in LAMC Section 11.5. 7.C.

b.

Project Permit Adjustment.
The Project Permit Adjustment
procedures for Projects with slight deviations from this Specific
Plan, as provided in LAMC Section 11.5.7.E.

c.

Exceptions
from this Specific Plan. The process for relief
from this Specific Plan, as provided in LAMC Section 11.5.7.F.
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d.

B.

Amendments to Specific Plan. The process for amending this
Specific Plan, as provided in LAMC Section 11.5.7.G.

Phasing
The Phasing of development within the Specific Plan area shall be included in any
subsequent tract map approval to ensure adequate infrastructure for the future
residents and the orderly development of the proposed Project. Blocks 18B, 30A,
30C, 31 and 32 shall be exempted from any phasing plan due to their existing
operations and ownership.

c.

Transfer

of Development

Rights

1. Purpose:

Transfer of Development Rights (TOR) is established to provide
development flexibility by permitting transfer of the number of dwelling units
allowed by this Specific Plan between lots over the life of this Specific Plan.
Whenever a specific lot does not reach its respective maximum dwelling unit
yield allowed by this Specific Plan, the remaining balance of dwelling units, up to
the maximum unit yield allowed for that lot, may be transferred to another lot.
The transfer of units may result in the maximum dwelling unit yield allowed by
this Specific Plan to be exceeded in the Recipient. Such result is permitted by
this Specific Plan because the intent and regulatory requirements of this Specific
Plan is maintained.

2.

Definitions:
a.
b.

3.

The following definitions shall apply to this Subsection 5.C only.
Donor: A lot that donates any unused right to build dwelling units
to a Recipient.
Recipient: A lot that receives any unused right to build dwelling
units from a Donor.

Limitations:
a.
In no event shall the Recipient exceed the height allowed by its
respective height district.
b.
All other zoning and floor area regulations apply to both Donor
and Recipient.
c.
Under no circumstance shall the total yield of this Specific Plan
exceed 1,800 dwelling units.
d.
Notwithstanding the density limits prescribed in this Specific
Plan, in no event shall the transfer of dwelling units result in a
density that is greater than one unit for each 400 square feet of
Lot Area (108 dwelling units per acre).
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Section 6.

LAND USE
Notwithstanding any provision of Article 2 of Chapter 1 of the Code to the contrary, in
addition to having to comply with the provisions of this Specific Plan, every lot within the
Specific Plan area shall conform to the requirements set forth in the Code for the
corresponding zone (for example, the R3-UV Zone set forth in this Specific Plan and the
R3 Zone set forth in the Code are corresponding zones), as such requirements may be
modified by this Section 6. No building, structure or land within the Specific Plan area
shall be used, and no building or structure within the Specific Plan area shall be erected,
converted to a different use, or enlarged, without first complying with this Section 6.
This Specific Plan creates the following new zones: PF-UV, OS-UV, A1-UV, R3-UV,
RAS3-UV, RAS4-UV, and CM-UV.
Map 2 below shows the new zones and their
associated blocks. The requirements of the indicated zone shall apply to all lots in that
zone. Map 2 below also shows the boundaries of each block, and each block is identified
by a number, a letter, or a combination of a number and a letter within a circle. These
blocks correlate with the subdivision that is to be finalized after the adoption of this
Specific Plan (see Section 1 of this Specific Plan). Map 3 shows the boundaries of each
subarea (there being a total of three subareas within the Specific Plan area).

[remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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MAP 2: SPECIFIC PLAN ZONING MAP
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
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MAP 3: SPECIFIC PLAN SUBAREAS MAP
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
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A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS AND PROHIBITIONS

1.

Freedom Tree.
landscape
perpetuity.

2.

and protected

a part of the cultural
from development

in

Operations/Maintenance
a.

b.

3.

The Freedom Tree is considered

and shall be preserved

Adjacent

Fencing: Enclosing the Jordan Downs Community from the
outside community with perimeter fencing shall be prohibited.
This prohibition is intended to foster an open and non-isolated
community.
Building Maintenance: The owner of each individual building
shall ensure that balconies are kept free of visual clutter and not
used as personal storage spaces. The owner of each building
shall also ensure that any graffiti shall be removed within 48
hours of first report to the City of Los Angeles.
Manufacturing

Uses. This Specific

Plan acknowledges

that

proposed land uses may conflict with the existing manufacturing operations
located on Alameda Street on Blocks 31 and 32. These blocks are divided
into parcels that are privately owned and have hosted heavy industrial
operations for many years. To address potential issues of locating multifamily residential next to heavy industrial uses, abundant landscaping on
Block Z and on the southerly perimeter of Blocks Y, 4, 4A, Z and 2 shall be
planted and mitigation measures in the Final EIR for this Specific Plan shall
be implemented, including the installation of solid masonry sound walls a
minimum of 10 feet in height. At a minimum, a continuous landscape buffer
of cypress trees (or any other species of tree that provides an equally
effective buffer) shall be provided along the southern edge of Blocks Y, 4,
4A, Z and 2 to further buffer future residential and commercial uses from
existing industrial businesses. In addition, residential buildings on Blocks 4
and 4A shall be designed so that no balconies face the existing industrial
business on Block 31 and so that any transparent elements (I.e. windows)
that have a direct line of sight to Block 31 will be minimized to the greatest
extent feasible as permitted under applicable building, safety and fire codes.
B. A1-UV: AGRICULTURAL

URBAN VILLAGE

The requirements of the A 1 Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned A1-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Uses. All uses are prohibited, except that the following uses shall
be permitted:
a. Any use permitted in the A 1 Zone, as set forth in the Code, that is
not otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.B.1.
b. Agricultural uses, limited to the growing and harvesting of crops,
orchards, gardens, and nurseries.
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c.
d.

e.

f.

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.

2.

Dwelling, for farmer resident and family, or agriculture students at a
maximum rate of 2 units per acre.
Accessory
buildings (such accessory
buildings shall have a
maximum height of 20 feet, if developed as separate buildings) and
uses that support the above mentioned agricultural uses, including,
but not limited to:
i. retail store for display and sale of products grown on
premises and from community gardens certified by a
farmer's association,
ll. storage sheds,
iii. cannery (small man-powered single-can operation accessory
to on-site agricultural business; not automated),
iv, agricultural laboratories,
v, classrooms,
vi. commercial teaching kitchen,
vii. refrigeration units,
viii. greenhouses,
ix, garages for farm related equipment,
x, barns, and related structures that are not detrimental to the
public welfare,
xi. living quarters for visiting interns with kitchenettes,
xii, hydroponic agricultural enterprise,
xiii. aquaculture,
xiv. nursery, flower, plant or trees, and
xv. outdoor community education events.
Booths, market stand, or other market facilities for the display and
commercial sale of agricultural products grown as described in d.i,
above, provided that the stand is approved by the Department of
Building and Safety; that each stand does not exceed an area of two
hundred (200) square feet; does not house refrigeration units; and is
located within fifteen (15) feet of any street highway. Such stands
shall have a maximum height of 10 feet.
Community center related to agricultural and health & wellness
events and program, also containing:
i. Educational classrooms (as accessory to permitted use);
and
Ii. Office (as accessory to permitted use)
Playground.
Compost Station or similar use dedicated to composting and storing
of food and yard waste.
Water Reclamation Unit for on-site use.
Solar Panels (mounted on stands or poles or as otherwise permitted
by State law) for on-site use of energy.
Wireless Broadband POP (Point of Presence).
Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.B.1.b
through 6. B.1.k, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

Yard Requirements. The following required yards shall be provided and
maintained in connection with any Project:
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a.
b.

c.

3.

C.

Front yard. A minimum front yard of 10 feet, as measured from the
property line, shall be provided.
Side yard. No side yard shall be required. If side yard is provided,
then such side yard shall not exceed 10 feet, as measured from the
property line.
Rear yard. A rear yard of no less than 15 feet, as measured from the
property line of adjacent residential uses, shall be provided. In all
other situations, a rear yard of no less than 5 feet, as measured from
the property line, shall be provided.

On-Site Parking. Designated on-site parking to exclusively serve on-site
permanent uses:
a. Minimum parking requirement: 0.5 parking space per 1,000 SF of
Floor Area;
b. Maximum parking allowance: 1 space per 1,000 SF of Floor Area.

PF-UV: PUBLIC FACILITIES

URBAN VILLAGE

The requirements of the PF Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned PF-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Uses. All uses are prohibited, except that the following uses shall be
permitted:
a. Any use permitted in the PF Zone, as set forth in the Code, that is
not otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.C.i.
b. Community Center.
c. Recreational Center.
d. School.
e. Public Pool.
f. Accessory buildings that support the above mentioned public uses
that include, but are not limited to, primary and secondary schools,
community centers, recreation facilities, and related structures that
are not detrimental to the public welfare.
g. Other public uses, such as public parks, municipal services,
easements, and rights-of-way for vehicular circulation.
h. Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.C.1.b
through 6.C.1.g, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

2.

Yard Requirements.
The following required yards shall be provided and
maintained in connection with any Project:
a.
Front yard. No front yard shall be required.
If front yard is
provided, then such front yard shall not exceed 5 feet, as
measured from the property line.
b.
Side yard.
No side yard shall be required.
If side yard is
provided, then such side yard shall not exceed 5 feet, as
measured from the property line.
c.
Rear yard. Rear yards of no less than 15 feet, as measured
from the property line of adjacent residential uses, shall be
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provided. In all other situations, a rear yard of no less than 5
feet, as measured from the property line, shall be provided.
3.

Floor Area Multiplier. A Floor Area Multiplier of 1.5 applies to all lots within this
zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor Area for any building shall not exceed 1.5
times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is located.

4.

Parking.
a. Parking shall not exceed two parking spaces per every 1,000 square feet
of Floor Area.
b. Off-street parking to serve such land uses permitted under Section 6.C.1
shall be located at the side or rear of the buildings, leaving the frontage
of public facilities facing streets free of surface parking lots.

5.

Frontage Standards. In order to promote pedestrian connections and activity
between buildings, sidewalks, and other communal areas, the following
standards apply to all building Frontages:

a. The Primary Entrance for any Project shall be directly accessible to a

b.

6.

sidewalk or other equivalent pedestrian oriented public space and shall
not directly connect to a parking lot or parking structure.
No more than 20% of a block's Facade shall be comprised of garages,
loading docks, or service bays, and each of these areas shall not exceed
30 feet in width.

Green Building Standard. The first Project located on land zoned PF-UV shall
reach a Certified level or higher pursuant to the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental
Design (LEED) Standards
to satisfy LEEO-Neighborhood
Development requirements for this Specific Plan.

D. OS-UV: OPEN SPACE URBAN VILLAGE
The requirements of the as Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned OS-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Uses. All uses are prohibited, except that the following uses shall be
permitted:
a. Any use permitted in the OS Zone, as set forth in the Code, that is not
otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.0.1.
b. Open space uses, limited to recreational and conservation uses.
c. Accessory amenities that support the above mentioned recreational,
agricultural, and environmental uses that include, but are not limited to,
parks, nature trails, children's play areas, picnic areas, public restrooms,
athletic fields that do not exceed 200 seats in a park, and natural
resource preserves and conservation areas.
d. Bicycle parking to serve such land uses exclusively.
e. Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.D.1.b
through 6.D.1.d, inclusive, as determined by the Director.
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2.

Yard Requirements.

No front, rear, or side yard setbacks shall be required.

3.

Floor Area Multiplier. A Floor Area Multiplier of 0.1 applies to all lots within this
zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor Area for any building shall not exceed 0.1
times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is located. In any event, no
building shall exceed 5,000 square feet in Floor Area.

E. R3-UV: MULTIPLE FAMILY DWELLING
The requirements of the R3 Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned R3-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Uses. All uses are prohibited, except that the following uses shall be
permitted:
a. Any use permitted in the R3 Zone, as set forth in the Code, that is not
otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.E.1.
b. Residential condominiums.
c. Townhomes.
d. Apartments/ftats.
e. Assisted living units/senior housing.
f.
Boarding houses, rooming houses, or light housekeeping rooms.
g. Accessory uses and home occupations, subject to the conditions
specified in Section 12.05 A.16 of the Code.
h. Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.E.1.b
through 6.E.1.g, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

2.

Yard Requirements.
The following required yards shall be provided and
maintained in connection with any Project:
a. Front yard. No front yard shall be required. If front yard is provided, then
such front yard shalt not exceed 10 feet, as measured from the property
line, except that front yard provided for building frontages along Century
Boulevard shalt not exceed 5 feet, as measured from the property line.
b. Side yard. No side yard shall be required. If side yard is provided along
a street, then such side yard shall be no less than 5 feet, as measured
from the property line.
c. Rear yard. Not required.
d. Space between buildings. Distance between detached buildings on a lot
shall not be less than 10 feet.

3.

Density.

4.

Floor Area Multiplier.
A Floor Area Multiplier of 3 applies to all lots within this
zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor Area for any building shalt not exceed 3
times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is located.

5.

Parking.
a. Standards. Notwithstandlnq
any Code provistons to the contrary,
including the provisions of Section 12.21 AA (a) of the Code, parking

The minimum Lot Area per dwelling unit shall be 800 square feet.
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b.

6.

F.

spaces provided shall not exceed the following ratios: one parking space
for each dwelling unit having fewer than three habitable rooms, one and
one-half parking spaces for each dwelling unit having three habitable
rooms, and two parking spaces for each dwelling unit having more than
three habitable rooms.
Location.
Parking uses shall not front Century Boulevard under any
circumstance. In addition, parking shall not be permitted in any front or
side yard.

Frontage Standards.
In order to promote pedestrian connections and activity
between buildings, sidewalks, and other communal areas, the following
standards apply to all building Frontages:
a. The Primary Entrance for any Project shall be directly accessible to a
sidewalk or other equivalent pedestrian oriented public space and shall
not directly connect to a parking lot or parking structure.
b. No more than 20% of a block's Facade shall be comprised of garages,
loading docks, or service bays, and each of these areas shall not exceed
30 feet in width.

RAS3-UV:

RESIDENTIAL/ACCESSORY

SERVICES URBAN VILLAGE

The requirements of the RAS3 Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned RAS3-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Non-Residential
Uses.
All non-residential uses are prohibited,
except that the following non-residential uses shall be permitted, but all nonresidential uses shall be limited to the Ground Floor:
a.
Any non-residential use permitted in the RAS3 Zone, as set forth in
the Code, that is not otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.F.1.
b.
Architect's office.
c.
Arts and Crafts store.
d.
Bakery Goods Store.
e.
Barber Shop/Beauty Parlor.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Bookstore.
Brokerage company (licensed).
CD, DVD, Cassette or videotape rental and sales.
Cafe - No dancing or live entertainment.
Candy store.
Camera shop.
Child care facilities for not more than 20 children.
Clothing store (new merchandise).
Computer software and other computer related
services development.
Computer store.
Cosmetology Establishment.
Cultural center.
Delicatessen.
Dress making shop.
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and

t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.
z.
aa.

Dress shop.
Drug store.
Drycleaners (non-flammable cleaning fluid only).
Dry goods store.
Educational institution.
Electrical appliance store (no repairs on premises).
Electronics store.
Engineering office.

bb.

Financial
Institution
backed
by Federal
Deposit
Insurance
Commission.
Fish market.
Florist.
Fraternal association.
Grocery store.
Hardware store (new merchandise).
Ice cream/yogurt parlor.
Insurance agency.
Jewelry store (no manufacturing).
Joint living/work quarters for artist and artisans (See Section 12.13 A
2 (a) (27)).
Library, Non-profit.
Museum, Non-profit.
News stand.
Office, business, professional, or corporate head quarters.
Photography studio.
Police station.
Produce market.
Restaurant-No
dancing, live entertainment, drive through service,
or deep fryers (a health initiative).
School.
Scientific instruments store.
Shoe repair store.
Shoe store.
Sporting goods store.
Stationary store.
Tailor shop.
Tea room.
Travel agency.
Water drinking store.
Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.F.1.b
through 6.F.1.ccc, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

cc.
dd.
ee.
ff.
gg.
hh.
ii.
jj.
kk.
II.
mm.
nn.
00.

pp.
qq.
rr.
ss.
tt.
uu.
vv.

ww.
xx.
yy.
ZZ.

aaa.
bbb.
ccc.
ddd.

2.

Permitted Residential Uses.
following
building:
a.
b.
c.

residential

All residential uses are prohibited, except that the

uses shall be permitted

and may occupy all floors of a

Any residential use permitted in the RAS3 Zone, as set forth in the
Code, that is not otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.F.2.
Residential condominiums.
Townhomes.
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d.
e.
f.
g.

Apartments/flats.
Assisted living units/senior housing.
Boarding houses, rooming houses, or light housekeeping rooms.
Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.F.2.b
through 6.F.2.f, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

3.

Yard Requirements.
Except for fully subterranean
parking garages, the
following required yards shall be provided and maintained in connection with any
Project.
a. Front yard. No front yard shall be required. If front yard is provided, then
such front yard shall not exceed: (i) 1 foot, as measured from the
property line, where the ground floor is dedicated to a non-residential use
that fronts Century Boulevard; (ii) 5 feet, as measured from the property
line, where the ground floor is dedicated to a residential use that fronts
Century Boulevard; and (iii) 10 feet, as measured from the property line,
in all other situations.
b. Side yard. No side yard shall be required along those portions of the
ground floor of a building that is used exclusively for commercial
purposes. Along those portions of the ground floor of a building that is
used for residential purposes, side yard of no less than 5 feet, as
measured from the property line, shall be required unless such
residential portion does not face a street.
c. Rear yard. No rear yard shall be required. If rear yard is provided, then
such rear yard shall be less than 5 feet, as measured from the property
line.
d. Space between buildings. Distance between detached buildings shall be
no less than 10 feet.

4.

Density-Residential
square feet.

5.

Floor Area Multiplier
a. Non Residential Uses.

b.

6.

Uses. The minimum Lot Area per dwelling unit shall be 400

A Floor Area Multiplier of 1.5 applies to all non-

residential uses within this zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor Area for
the non-residential uses portion of any building shall not exceed 1.5
times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is located.
Residential Uses. A Floor Area Multiplier of 3 applies to all residential
uses within this zone.
Therefore, the maximum Floor Area for the
residential uses portion of any building shall not exceed 3 times the Lot
Area of the lot on which that building is located.

Frontage Standards. In order to promote pedestrian connections and activity
between buildings, sidewalks, and other communal areas, the following
standards apply to all building Frontages:
a. The Primary Entrance for any Project shall be directly accessible to a
sidewalk or other equivalent pedestrian oriented public space and shall
not directly connect to a parking lot or parking structure.
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b.

c.

No more than 20% of a block's Facade shall be comprised of garages,
loading spaces, or service bays, and each of these areas shall not
exceed 30 feet in width.
No private, individual garage shall front a public street.

7.

Loading Space. A loading space shall be provided in accordance with LAMC
Section 12.21 C.6 for any building that contains a commercial use of more than
5,000 square feet in Floor Area on the ground floor.

8.

Parking.
a. Parking Location. Parking uses shall not be utilized as Frontage for
Century Boulevard under any circumstance.
b. Commercial
Parking Standards. No off-street parking spaces are
required for commercial uses.
c. Residential Parking Standards. Notwithstanding the contrary provisions
of Section 12.21 A 4 (a) of the Code and regardless of anything to the
contrary, parking spaces provided shall not exceed the following ratios:
one parking space for each dwelling unit having fewer than three
habitable rooms, one and one-half parking spaces for each dwelling unit
having three habitable rooms, and two parking spaces for each dwelling
unit having more than three habitable rooms.

G. RAS4-UV: RESIDENTIAL/ACCESSORY

SERVICE URBAN VILLAGE

The requirements of the RAS4 Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned RAS4-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Non-Residential
Uses. All non-residential uses are prohibited, except
that the following non-residential uses shall be permitted, but all non-residential
uses shall be limited to the Ground Floor:
a. Any non-residential use permitted in the RAS4 Zone, as set forth in
the Code.
b. Any non-residential use permitted in the RAS3-UV Zone, as set forth
in this Specific Plan.

2.

Permitted Residential Uses. All residential uses are prohibited,
following residential uses shall be permitted and may occupy
building:
a. Any residential use permitted in the RAS4 Zone, as
Code.
b. Any residential use permitted in the RAS3-UV Zone,
this Specific Plan.

except that the
all floors of a
set forth in the
as set forth in

3.

[reserved]

4.

Yard Requirements.
Except for fully subterranean
parking garages, the
following required yards shall be provided and maintained in connection with any
Project.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

5.

Front yard. No front yard shall be required. If front yard is provided,
then such front yard shall not exceed: (i) 1 foot, as measured from
the property line, where the ground floor is dedicated to a nonresidential use that fronts Century Boulevard; (if) 5 feet, as measured
from the property line, where the ground floor is dedicated to a
residential use that fronts Century Boulevard; and (iii) 10 feet, as
measured from the property line, in all other situations.
Side yard. No side yard shall be required along those portions of the
ground floor of a building that is used exclusively for commercial
purposes. Along those portions of the ground floor of a building that
is used for residential purposes, side yard of no less than 5 feet, as
measured from the property line, shall be required unless such
residential portion does not face a street.
Rear yard. No rear yard shall be required. If a rear yard is provided,
then such rear yard shalf be no less than 5 feet, as measured from
the property line.
Space between buildings.
Distance between detached buildings
shall be no less than 10 feet.

Density - Residential

Uses.

The minimum Lot Area per dwelling unit shall be

400 square feet.

6.

Floor Area Multiplier.
a. Non Residential Uses. A Floor Area Multiplier of 1.5 applies to all
non-residential uses within this zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor
Area for the non-residential uses portion of any building shall not
exceed 1.5 times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is
located.
b. Residential Uses.
A Floor Area Multiplier of 3 applies to all
residential uses within this zone. Therefore, the maximum Floor
Area for the residential uses portion of any building shall not exceed
3 times the Lot Area of the lot on which that building is located.

7.

Frontage Standards. In order to promote pedestrian connections and activity
between buildings, sidewalks, and other communal areas, the following
standards apply to all building Frontages:
a. The Primary Entrance for any Project shall be directly accessible to
a sidewalk or other equivalent pedestrian oriented public space and
shall not directly connect to a parking lot or parking structure.
b. No more than 20% of a block's Facade shall be comprised of
garages, loading spaces, or service bays, and each of these areas
shall not exceed 30 feet in width.
c. No private, individual garage shall front a public street.

9.

Loading Space. A loading space shall be provided in accordance with LAMC
Section 12.21 C.6 for any building that contains a commercial use greater than
5,000 square feet in Floor Area on the ground floor.
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10. Parking.
a.
b.
c.

H.

Parking Location. Parking uses shall not be utilized as Frontage for
Century Boulevard under any circumstance.
Commercial Parking Standards. No off-street parking spaces are
required for commercial uses.
Residential
Parking
Standards.
Notwithstanding
the contrary
provisions of Section 12.21 A.4 (a) of the Code and regardless of
anything to the contrary, parking spaces provided shall not exceed
the following ratios: one parking space for each dweillng unit having
fewer than three habitable rooms, one and one-half parking spaces
for each dwelling unit having three habitable rooms, and two parking
spaces for each dwelling unit having more than three habitable
rooms.

CM-UV: COMMERCIAL

MANUFACTURING

The requirements of the CM Zone, as set forth in the Code, shall apply to all lots
zoned CM-UV within the Specific Plan area, except as such requirements are
modified in this section.
1.

Permitted Uses. All uses are prohibited, except that the following uses shall be
permitted:
a. Any commercial/retail use permitted in the CM Zone, as set forth in the
Code, that is not otherwise set forth in this Subsection 6.H.1, provided
that such uses are conducted in full compliance with all of the regulations
of the C2 Zone, except that such uses may be conducted as wholesale
businesses without limitation on the floor area used for storage.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, no residential uses shall be
allowed within the CM-UV Zone.
b. The following manufacturing and industrial establishments and uses,
when conducted in accordance with the limitations hereinafter specified
and enclosed in a commercial/industrial type building, are permitted:
i. The
manufacturing,
assembling,
compounding
or
treating of articles or merchandise from the following
previously prepared materials: bone, canvas, cloth, felt,
fur, glass, leather (except machine belting), paper,
plastics, shell, textiles and yarn.
Ii. Assembly of electrical appliances, electronic instruments
and devices, and radios and phonographs, including the
manufacture
of small parts only, such as coils,
condensers, transformers, crystal holders, and the like.
iii. Ceramic products manufacturing, provided that the total
capacity of all kilns in anyone establishment may not
exceed eight cubic feet and that there shall be no
pulverizing of clay.
iv. Scientific instrument and equipment manufacturing or
precision machine shop.
v. Addressograph service.
vi. Industrial scale bakery.
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vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.

Book bindery.
Box lunch preparation or catering establishment.
Candy, confectionery or ice cream manufacturing.
Cosmetics,
toiletries
(except
soap)
or
perfume
manufacturing or blending.
Jewelry
manufacturing,
including
manufacturing
of
products from precious or semi-precious
stones' or
metals.
Laboratories,
experimental,
film,
motion
picture,
research and testing,
Optical goods manufacturing.
Packaging business.
Storage building or warehouse.
Uses customarily incidental to the above mentioned
uses, and accessory buildings located on the same lot.
Other uses similar to the uses listed above in
Subsections 6.H.1.b.i through 6.H.1.b.xvi, inclusive, as
determined by the Director.

2.

Existing Uses-Subarea 2. The following existing uses that are in operation on
the effective date of this Specific Plan within Subarea 2 (the boundaries of
Subarea 2 are shown on Map 3 of this Specific Plan) shall be allowed to maintain
their existing uses consistent with any conditions or limitations on the uses that
are in effect immediately prior to the effective date of this Specific Plan, including
the conditions listed in Attachment A:
a. Scrap Metal Processing Yard, including any establishment or place of
business which is maintained, used or operated for the processing and
preparing of scrap metal for remelting by offsite steel mills and foundries
or for other recycling purposes.
b. [reserved]

3.

Existing Uses-Subarea 3. The following existing uses that are in operation on
the effective date of this Specific Plan within Subarea 3 (the boundaries of
Subarea 3 are shown on Map 3 of this Specific Plan) shall be allowed to maintain
their existing uses consistent with any conditions or limitations on the uses that
are in effect immediately prior to the effective date of this Specific Plan, including
the conditions listed in Attachment B:
a. Metal Pipe Fabrication,
b. Trucking Dispatch Operation,
c. Iron-works,
d. Auto Detailing, and
e. Auto Window Tinting.

4.

Limitations.
The following limitations shall only apply to new construction
resulting from a change of use:
a. All activities other than incidental storage shall be conducted wholly
within a completely enclosed building.
b. The building shall be so constructed, the machinery and equipment shall
be so installed and maintained, and the activity shall be so conducted
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c.
d.
e.

that all noise, vibration, dust, odor and all other objectionable factors
shall be confined or reduced so that no annoyance or injury will result to
persons residing in the vicinity.
No motor exceeding one horsepower shall be used to operate any lathe,
drill press, grinder, shaper, milling machine, saw, polisher or metal cutter,
No punch press exceeding five tons rated capacity -nor drop hammer or
automatic screw machine may be used,
Open storage of materials and equipment, including used materials and
equipment, shall be permitted only when incidental to the use of an
office, store or manufacturing building located on the front portion of the
same lot, and provided that:
i. Such storage is located on the rear one-half of the lot
and is confined to an area of not to exceed 3,000
square feet
ii. The storage area is completely enclosed by a solid
wall or fence not less than six feet in height with
necessary solid gates of the same height; and
iii. No material or equipment is stored to a height greater
than that of the wall or fence enclosing the storage
area. The phrase "used materials and equipment"
includes vehicles, boats, or airplanes which are
inoperable, wrecked, damaged or unlicensed, i.e. not
currently licensed by the Department of Motor
Vehicles.

5.

Expansion of Existing Uses. Additions to existing structures, new accessory
structures, sheds, canopies, or other buildings may be constructed
to
accommodate the continuation of an existing use referenced in Subsection 6.H.2
or Subsection 6.H.3 above. All requests for such new construction shall be
submitted to the Director of Planning for approval, regardless of whether or not
the requested new construction falls within the definition of the term "Project", as
set forth in Section 4 above.
The Director shall review each request for
administrative clearance and shall not grant approval unless such requested new
co nstruction:
a. is consistent with the existing uses mentioned in Subsection 6.H.2 and
Subsection 6.H.3 above;
b. complies with all of the requirements of the CM-UV zone, including but
not limited to: floor area, yards, height, parking, and loading spaces
requirements; and
c. complies with the limitations found within Attachment A of this Specific
Plan (if the new construction is located in Subarea 2) or Attachment B of
this Specific Plan (if the new construction is located in Subarea 3).

6.

Prohibited Uses. The following uses are prohibited in the CM-UV Zone:
a. Child care facilities or nursery schools unless permitted by LAMC
Section 12.22 A.3. or approved pursuant to the provisions of Section
12.24 of the Code,
b. Hotels or motels,
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c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

Hospitals or sanitariums unless approved pursuant to the provisions of
Section 12.24 of the Code,
Museums or libraries,
Schools or educational institutions unless approved pursuant to the
provisions of Section 12.24 of the Code; and
Churches.
Other uses similar to the uses listed above in Subsections 6.H.6.a
through 6.H.6.f, inclusive, as determined by the Director.

7.

Yard Requirements.
The following required yards shall be provided and
maintained in connection with any Project:
a. Front yard. No front yard shall be required. If front yard is provided for
building frontages along Century Boulevard, then such front yard shall be
no greater than 5 feet, as measured from the property line. In all other
situations, front yards, if provided, shall be no greater than 10 feet, as
measured from the property line.
b. Side Yards. No side yard shall be required.
c. Rear yards. Rear yard of no less than 15 feet, as measured from the
property line, shall be provided.

8.

Entrance Orientation. Buildings that front onto Century Boulevard within Blocks
1 and 2 of Subarea 1 shall be designed so that the public entrances are oriented
towards the sidewalk facing the Century Boulevard right-of-way.

9.

Commercial Use Parking Standard. There shall be a maximum of two off-street
parking spaces per every 1,000 square feet of retail, commercial, and related
uses.

10. Industrial Use Parking Standard. There shall be a maximum of one off-street
parking space per 2,000 square feet of gross floor area of any industrial or light
manufacturing use.
11. Frontage Standard. Except for uses permitted in the CM-UV zone pursuant to
Subsections 6.H.2, 6.H.3, or 6.H.5 of this Specific Plan, no more than 20% of a
block's street Frontage shall be comprised of garages, loading docks, or service
bays, and each of these areas shall not exceed 30 feet in width.

[remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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Section 7.

HEIGHT REGULATIONS
A.

Regulations.
Notwithstanding the height provisions stated in LAMe Section 12.21.1, all Projects
shall conform to the regulations for each height district set forth in this Section 7.
Map 4 of this Specific Plan shows the locations of the four height districts within the
Specific Plan area.

B.

Height Districts
1. 1M~ Minimum Height District:
a.
Maximum Height - No building or structure shall exceed 20 feet
in height.

2.1T~Transitional Height District:
a.

Equal mix of buildings with 25 feet in maximum height and 35
feet in maximum height.

3.1VL~Very Limited Height District:
a.
b.

Maximum Height - No building or structure shall exceed 45 feet,
in height.
Minimum Height - Buildings or structures in all zones shall be at
least 30 feet in height, except that there is no minimum height
requirement for buildings and structures located: (i) in the A 1-UV
zone; (ii) within Subarea 2; or (iii) within Subarea 3.

4.1 L - Limited Height District:
a.
Maximum Height - No building
in height.
b.
Minimum Height - Buildings or
least 32 feet in height, except
requirement for buildings and
Zone.

or structure shall exceed 75 feet
structures in ali zones shall be at
that there is no minimum height
structures located in the A 1-UV

[remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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MAP 4: SPECI.FIC PLAN HEIGHT DISTRICT MAP
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
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Section 8.

PARKING REQUIREMENTS
A.

Number of Spaces Required. The quantity of automotive parking spaces required
and allowed for each type of land use is set forth in Table 1 below.

B.

Design and locations.
1.

On-street parking shall be the only surface parking allowed, except that onsite surface parking is permitted in Subareas 2 and 3. All on-site parking shall
be enclosed or partially enclosed in a parking garage, parking structure, or
parking podium, except that such enclosure shall not be required in Subareas
2 and 3.

2.

Townhouse units shall utilize either shared parking courts, garages directly
accessible from the front, or utilize tucked under garages.

3.

Units arranged in an apartment format shall utilize parking structures
integrated into the lower floors of a building, also known as podium parking.
Such podiums should be fully enclosed by the building along public frontages
and match the architecture and other details of the main building.

[remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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TABLE 1: PARKING STANDARDS
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
Automotive Spaces
Minimum
Maximum
Per Dwelling Unit

Use Type
Residential
Multifamily Buildings with Shared Parking:
Studio, One-Bedroom, Two bedroom, Three or more
Bedroom units; Townhouses

Single-Family Building Arrangements with Private or Semiprivate Parking: Townhouses, Stacked Townhouses,
Duplexes, Triplexes, Quadplexes, Flats below Townhouses,
Parking Court Houses

Senior (Age-Restricted)

Unit

Commercial

0.75

1.0

1

2

0

0.5

Per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area

Commercial < 5,000 square feet of Floor Area

0

0

Commercial>

2

3

5,000 square feet of Floor Area

Industrial
Light Industrial, Industrial, Manufacturing

Per 1,000 Square Feet of Floor Area

1

2

Public Facilities
Family Resource Center

No parking required beyond those spaces
accommodated on adjacent streets

Gym, Pool, Other Facilities shared by schools

School and School Facilities

Pursuant to LAUSD/School
Guidelines

District

Open Space
Central Park, Freedom Tree Park, other public parks and
open spaces

No parking required beyond those spaces
accommodated on adjacent streets

Notes:

1. All visitor parking for residential dwelling units is to be accommodated on-street
2. Non-Residential parking ratios include employees and users/visitors
3. On-site Delivery/Service/Loading is required for multi-family buildings (30 Dwelling Units or more) and retail,
commercial and industrial uses greater than 10,000 square feet of Floor Area.
4. Minimum and Maximum Automotive Spaces are ratios averaged over a single development.
5. There shall be no maximum parking limitation for Light Industrial, Industrial, and Manufacturing uses within
Subareas 2 and 3.
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Section 9.

ON-SITE OPEN SPACE

A. OVERVIEW
The following provisions apply to on-site open space serving individual residential
buildings in the R3-UV, RAS3-UV, and RAS4-UV zones. It is the intention of the
provisions contained herein to provide on-site open space to supplement, but not
replace, the formal public open spaces provided in the Jordan Downs Open Space
zones (OS-UV) by promoting visual aesthetics within their sites, creating on-site open
space and outdoor living areas, and providing relief from building walls, hallways, and
enclosures.
Common Open Space for the Project site is intended to serve as a
communal recreation area for all residents of the Project site. Private Open Space is
intended to serve as a private recreation area for each individual unit. These
provisions are similar to the regulations contained in LAMC Section 12.21 G which
requires certain open space and landscape requirements for multi-family projects for
any project with six or more dwelling units.
B.

REGULATIONS.

Open space shall be required

for all Projects

proposing

new

dwelling units, as follows:
1.

Common Open Space:
a. The total area required shall be calculated by the following ratios:
. 50 square feet of common open space for every unit containing
three habitable rooms or less, and 75 square feet of common
open space for every unit containing more than three habitable
b.

c.

d.

2.

C.

rooms.
Common open space shall have at least one 24-inch box tree for
every 8 dwelling unit, not counting trees located within any public
right-of-way.
Common open space areas above the ground floor shall use
formal planter boxes that are a maximum of 36 inches above
finished floor elevation.
All landscaped areas shall be equipped with an automatic
irrigation system and be properly drained.

Private Open Space
Each dwelling unit shall have its own Private Open Space, subject to the
requirements provided below.

QUALIFICATIONS

FOR COMMON OPEN SPACE.

subject to the following characteristics
1.

Common Open Space shalt be

and limitations:

Shall be open to the sky, have no structures that project into the common
open space area, except as provided in Section 12.22 C.20.{b) of the
Code,

2.

Be readily accessible to all the residents of the Project site,

3.

Be located on the Project site,
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4.

Total square footage required may be separated into smaller spaces;
however, each space shall have a minimum area of 400 square feet with
no horizontal dimension
of less than 15 feet when measured
perpendicular from any point on each of its boundaries,

5.

A minimum of 25 percent of the common open space area shall be
planted with vegetation, including, but not limited to, ground cover,
shrubs or trees,

6.

Recreation rooms at least 600 square feet in area for a
more dwelling units, or at least 400 square feet in area
fewer than 16 dwelling units may qualify, but shall not
than 25 percent of the total required usable open space,

7.

Roof decks may qualify, excluding that portion of the roof within five feet
from any parapet wall.

building of 16 or
for a building of
qualify for more
and

D. QUALIFICATIONS FOR PRIVATE OPEN SPACE, GROUND FLOOR. Private Open
Space on the ground floor shall be subject to the following characteristics and
limitations:
1.

ShaH be continuous
dwelling unit,

and immediately

accessible

from

its respective

2.

Shall be a minimum of 50 square feet, with a minimum dimension of 6
feet with respect to any side of the open space,

3.

The open space shall be enclosed by a solid fence at least four feet in
height, except front yards, where a fence is not required, and

4.

Shall not be used for private storage.

E. QUALIFICATIONS FOR PRIVATE OPEN SPACE, SECOND FLOOR AND ABOVE.
Private Open Space on the second floor and above shall be subject to the following
requirements:
1.

Shall be continuous
dwelling unit,

2.

Shall be a minimum of 42 square feet, with a minimum dimension of 6
feet with respect to any side of the open space,

3.

Provide a minimum eight foot vertical clearance under any projection,
except as provided in Section 12.22 C.20.(b) of the Code, and

4.

The open space shall not be used for private storage.
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Section 10.

INTERPRETATION
Whenever any ambiguity or uncertainty exists related to this Specific Plan or the
application of this Specific Plan so that it is difficult to determine the precise application of
these provisions, the Director shall, upon application by an owner, operator or lessee,
issue written interpretation on the requirements of this Specific Plan consistent with the
purpose and intent of this Specific Plan.

Section 11.

SEVERABILITY
If any provision of this Specific Plan or its application to any person or circumstance is
held to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, the
invalidity shall not affect other Specific Plan provisions, clauses or applications which can
be implemented without the invalid provision, clause or application, and to this end the
provisions and clauses of this Specific Plan are declared to be severable.

Section 12.

PRORATION OF NUMBERS
Whenever this Specific Plan calls for the calculation of a number, and such calculation
does not result in a whole number, such number shall be prorated in the following
manner: (i) if such number relates to a minimum requirement, then such number shall be
rounded up, and (ii) if such number relates to a maximum allowance, then such number
shall be rounded down.
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APPENDIX A1: BUILDING TYPOLOGIES AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
BUILDING TYPOLOGIES.

The following building typologies and design standards are intended to create clear and predictable
design and development of the buildings that will comprise Jordan Downs, consistent with the vision
created by the Master Plan. Refer to Map 5 and Table 2 for block assignments. One or more of the
typologies provided herein shall be used in various combinations for each residential block. Each of the
following typologies may be used within their respective zone, but must adhere to their respective height
district. The typologies are not assigned to any particular zone or subarea, thereby creating flexibility due
to market demand, sub-developers preference, or any other variables that can occur during a build out
that will occur over many years. The accompanying typology diagrams communicate design elements
that are priorities, while remaining silent on other elements to deliberately foster creativity and design
flexibility. The building typologies described in this Section are illustrative, and additional building
typologies may be permitted provided the Director of Planning finds that such additional building
typologies are consistent with the purpose and intent of this Specific Plan.
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MAP 5: BUILDING TYPOLOGIES BY BLOCK
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TABLE 2: BUILDING TYPOLOGIES BY BLOCK
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
PROPOSED BUILDING TYPOLOGIES, BY BLOCK
Block
1
2
3
3A
4
4A
5
6
7
BA
8B
BC
8D
X
y

Z
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
10A
10B
11
12
13
14
14A
15
15A
16
17
18A
1BB
18C
19A
19B
19C
20
20A
21
21A
22
23
23A
24
24A
30A
30B
30C
31
32
ROW
Alameda ROW

Size
(Acres)"
5.62
1.59
1.00
0.4
1.00
0.5
1.75
1.70
0.91
0.33
2.75
0.53
0.69
0.25
0.22
0.22
0.46
0.B1
1.B1
0.63
0.95
0.55
1.45
4.93
0.B4
0.73
1.42
0.50
0.20
0.73
0.28
1.03
1.03
0.34
2.48
0.34
0.70
2.59
0.43
2.23
1.10
1.43
0.28
0.80
3.70
0.69
2.22
0.30
17.26
0.77
3.28
3.24
4.43
28.20
3,88

-

Proposed

Building Typology

Commercial Site
Commercial Site
Townhouses stacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Townhouses Stacked Flats Mid-nse Stacked Flats or Mixed Use
Townhouses, Slacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Townhouses, Slacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Townhouses, Stacked Flats, Mid-rise Slacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Townhouses, Mid-Jise Slacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Family Resource Center
Courtyard Houses Townhouses, or Stacked Flats
Courivard Houses or Townhouses
Open Space
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Open Space
Open Space
Open Space
COU!:yard Houses Townhouses, Slacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats
COUIvard Houses Townhouses, or Stacked Flats
COUI:vard Houses or Townhouses
COUI:yard Houses, Townhouses, Slacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats,
Open Space
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Open Space
Ooen Space
Mid-rise Stacked Flats or Mixed Use
Community Gymnasium
Townhouses, Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Courtyard Houses, Townhouses, Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Courtyard Houses, Townhouses, Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Stacked Flats or Mixed Use
Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Mudtown Farms Aaricullural Education and Demonstration Center
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Slacked Flats ,or Mixed Use
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Courtyard Houses or Townhouses
Townhouses Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Townhouses, Stacked Flats, or Mixed Use
Open Space
Courtyard Houses Townhouses, Stacked Flats Mid-rise Stacked Flats
Courtyard Houses, Townhouses, Stacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats,
Courtyard Houses, Townhouses, Stacked Flats Mid-rise Stacked Flats,
Courtyard Houses, Townhouses, Stacked Flats, Mid-rise Stacked Flats,
Maintain Existing Use'
Community Use
Maintain Existing Use'
Maintain Existing Use'
Maintain ExistinQ use
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

···..'·.::rOrAL.>'.· :······;·.1.:t:~ls..;!'.·

Of Mixed Use

or Mixed Use

or
or
or
or

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed

Use
Use
Use
Use

;.{"

•• Properties not owned by the HACLA
~: All acreages of blocks were calculated without the use of precision tools such as CAD (Computer Aided Design), and are
conceptual. AI! acreages will be established by a tract map 10 follow the SpecifiC Plan, and to be prepared and verified by a licensed
engineer and/or licensed surveyor.
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BUILDING TYPOLOGIES
1.

AND DESIGN GUIDELINES:

Courtyard Houses, with Open-to-the-Air

Parking Court to Rear

Description: Courtyard houses are characterized by attached, 2- and 3-story townhouses positioned
around a common private courtyard. Entry to units is from public streets and sidewalks. The courtyard
is used as shared space and for access to private garages incorporated into each townhouse.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Single-family townhouse units with garages at the ground level.
Shared courtyard provides access to units and garages and serves as a common open
space.
Dwelling unit entrances at the public right-of-way or the shared courtyard
Grade-level yards or decks at each unit or decks above portals.
Ground floor uses allowed:
a. At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses, management office;
b. At shared courtyard: residential uses, live-work uses, uses common to project,
parking.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 50 feet at right-of-way.
Entry elements: Recessed entries with arches or canopies, stoops, low privacy walls
Maximum elevation of first inhabited level: 30 inches above adjacent sidewalk.
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope max.) and flat roofs.
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2.

Townhouses, with Semi-Subterranean

Parking

Description: The courtyard house type is characterized by attached, 2- and 3-story townhouses
positioned around a common private courtyard that is visible from surrounding public streets and
sidewalks. Except for those units that face public streets, entry to units is typically from the courtyard.
1..
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Single-family townhouses with individual entries at the ground floor
Garden courtyard provides common open space and access to units
Ground-level open space at each unit.
Semi-subterranean parking level accessed from the public right-of-way.
Ground floor uses allowed: At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses,
management office uses; At shared courtyard: residential uses, live-work uses, uses
common to project.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 50 teet at right-at-way.
Entry elements: Recessed entries with arches or canopies, stoops, low privacy walls.
Maximum elevation of first inhabited level: 30 inches above adjacent sidewalk.
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope rnax.) and flat roofs.
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3. Townhouses, with Rear Tuck-Under Parking
Description: The townhouse type is characterized

by attached 2- and 3- story townhouses

placed

along an alley. The front of each townhouse and its entry is from public sidewalks and features
small semi-private front yard areas and stoops. The rear of townhouses, along the alley, provides
for parking tucked under the units. Street frontages should be faced with buildings as shown and
parking driveways lined with garage doors should not be open to streets.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Single-famlly townhouses garages at the ground level.
Individual entries through front yards.
Alley provides access to and parking at rear.
Ground floor uses allowed: At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses,
management office; At alley: residential uses, live-work uses, uses common to project,
parking.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 50 feet at right-ot-way.
Entry elements: Recessed entries with arches or canopies, stoops, low privacy walls.
Maximum elevation of first inhabited level: 30 inches above adjacent sidewalk.
Skyline and roofforms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope max.) and flat roofs.
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4.

Alley Townhouses,

with Front-Loaded

Description: The alley townhouse

Parking at Alley and Rear Yards At Units

type is characterized

by attached 2- and 3- story townhouses

placed along a private mews/alley. Except for those units that face public streets, townhouse
entries and garages face the common alley. Each townhouse features a private rear yard and/or
a roof deck.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

3-story townhouses units with garages at the ground level
Alley provides access to units and parking and serves as a common open space.
Dwelling unit entrances at public right of way or at common alley.
Rear yards or decks at each unit.
Ground floor uses allowed: At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses,
management office; At alley: residential uses, live-work uses, uses common to project,
parking.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 50 feet at right-of-way.
Entry elements: Recessed entries with arches or canopies, stoops, low privacy walls.
Maximum elevation of first inhabited level: 30 inches above adjacent sidewalk.
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope rnax.) and flat roofs.
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5.

Stacked Flat Apartments, with Ground Floor Stoop-Accessed

Units or Ground Floor Retail

Description: The stacked flat apartment type is characterized by 3 to 5-story elevator buildings
wrapped around a courtyard. Upper level apartment access is from shared entries or a lobby
oriented to a public sidewalk or the courtyard, which should be private. Ground floor units are
accessed directly from public streets or the courtyard. Ground floors should incorporate stores,
residential units, live-work units, offices, and services. Parking is provided within a common
garage screened from view by building uses.
1.
2.
3.
4,

5.
6.
7,
8,
9,

Stacked flat apartments with parking below grade or in wrapped parking podium.
Community service and local retail use opportunities at ground floor.
Courtyard provides common open space and recreation opportunities.
Ground floor uses allowed: At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses, retail
uses, office uses, community services, management office; At courtyard: residential uses,
live-work uses, management office, residence common uses, parking podium with
courtyard above.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 85 feet.
Entry elements: Recessed entries.
Maximum elevation of first inhabited residential level: 48 inches above adjacent sidewalk;
excludes commercial and common uses,
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope rnax.) and flat roofs.
Minimum height for ground floor retail: 15'
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6.

Mid-Rise Stacked Flat Apartments,
at Podium.

with Ground Floor Retail, featuring Parking Below and

Description: Buildings up to 75 feet in height should contain stacked flats or multi-level units
Maximum floor plate above 45 feet is 9,000 square feet gross area.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Parking must be below grade, partially below grade, or wrapped with other uses
Ground floor uses allowed: Residential, live-work, retail, office, community services,
management and other uses as determined by the Director of Planning.
Courtyard provides common open space and recreation Opportunities ..
Ground floor uses allowed:
a. At public right-of-way: residential uses, live-work uses, retail uses, office uses,
community services, management office;
b. At courtyard: residential uses, live-work uses, management office, residence
common uses, parking podium with courtyard above.
Entrance frequency: At least one every 85 feet.
Entry elements: Recessed entries.
Maximum elevation of first inhabited level: 48 inches above adjacent sidewalk. Retail and
common uses shall be located at grade.
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope max.) and flat roofs.
Minimum height for ground floor retail: 15'.
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7.

Family Resource Center
Description: The

Family Resource Center will anchor the redeveloped
Jordan Downs
community. The building will house family-oriented services and activities, provide learning
opportunities, and serve as a central gathering place for the neighborhood. An enclosed open-tothe-air courtyard serves as both a major entrance oriented to the Central Park, and a secured
area for larger events and festivities.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Family Resource Center: The organization of the building, its entrances, and courtyard
should acknowledge the important north/south axis extending from 9ih Street to 103rd
Street.
Hardscape courtyard with landscape and shade elements; optional children's play area.
Wing buildIngs enclose the courtyard with classrooms and conference roomsl
Active ground floor uses open to courtyard.
Services provided: Community services, child care, youth programs, adult day-care,
recreation/fitness rooms, computer labs, class- and conference rooms, etc.
Facade Requirements: Two-story facade expression at elevations facing courtyard and
Century Boulevard.
Entrance orientation: Main entrances at courtyard and facing Central Park.
Entrance frequency: Minimum one at courtyard and one at 99th Street.
Skyline and roof forms: lconic roof form encouraged.
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8. Community Gymnasium-Joint

Use Gymnasium

Description: The gymna:sium shall be a recreational facility with gym, locker rooms, and
associated offices that serves the Jordan Downs community and Jordan Downs High School
with a primary orientation towards Central Park.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arcade at the entrance facing the right-of-way.
Landscaping at both sides of the gymnasium leading to the sports grounds beyond.
Uses allowed: Gym and active recreational uses.
Facade requirements: Arcade along front facing Central Park.
Entrance orientation: Entrance facing Central Park.
Entrance frequency: One central entry, additional entrances as needed.
Skyline and roof forms: Iconic roof form encouraged.
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9.

Mi·xed-Use (Multi-family residential over Commercial Uses)
Description:
This Specific Plan provides several locations for mixed-use buildings. The mixeduse residential over commercial type places stacked flat units over ground floor commercial uses.
Oriented to the sidewalk the commercial spaces are an opportunity to bring local retail uses into
the community that serve the residents. These guidelines shall apply to blocks 16 and 17 only.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mixed-use building with residential units above ground floor retail uses.
Sidewalk-oriented
retail spaces with individual storefront windows and entrances
grade.
Retail pavilions in locations designated in the Master Plan.
Two-story expression spanning ground and second floor.
Minimum height of retail: 15'.
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at

10.

Commercial Site
Description.: Commercial buildings provide retail and job opportunities. Two- and three-story
commercial buildings are carefully sited to maximize visibility from surrounding streets, intensify
sidewalk activity, and continue the use of architectural precedents incorporated into the residential
structures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Commerc.ial use with opportunity for community-serving retail or regional retail and
job opportunities.
Commercial uses at sidewalk.
Landscaped surface lot and/or structured parking.
Vehicular access from local street.
Uses allowed: Commercial and office uses.
Facade requirements:
Storefronts oriented to sidewalks, green screen and

7.
8.

modulation at rear.
Entrance orientation: Entrances oriented to sidewalks and parking areas.
Skyline and roof forms: Sloped roofs (4:12 slope max.) and flat roofs.
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APPENDIX A2: Design Standards
OVERVIEW
The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan establishes new zones, maximum heights, setbacks from
sidewalks, locations of common open space, and a circulation grid that connects the Jordan Downs site
to the surrounding Watts community.
The following Design Standards supplements this Specific Plan by
providing further requirements on the design, details, aesthetics, and quality of buildings. A Project must
comply with the spirit and intent of the standards contained herein for permit clearances. These standards
define the architectural and planning principles that shall be used by the Housing Authority {HAC LA),
architects, developers, and the community to create and assess quality urban design and details,
architectural compatibility,
and sustainability objectives.
The standards are intended to ensure
performance standards, design elements, and strategies, while allowing for design flexibility.
ARCHITECTURAL

LEGACY

Architects and developers shall utilize Mediterranean-influenced
architectural elements for the design of
all residential,
commercial,
and institutional
structures at the Jordan Downs Redevelopment.
Consideration shall be given to specific use of the Spanish Colonial, Spanish Mission, Monterey, and
Pueblo revival styles as well as contemporary interpretations of these styles that incorporate similar
massing, roof forms, color values, proportions, window types, use of materials, transitions between indoor
and outdoor space, and details.
The Los Angeles region is dotted with examples of Spanish Mission, Spanish Colonial Revival, and
Monterey style structures. These architectural preferences were used for both functional and symbolic
purposes. In early structures, such as the Dominguez Rancho Adobe south of Jordan Downs in Compton
the use of thick, whitewashed walls and adobe was a direct consequence of building in an arid and hot
landscape, available materials, and the building craft of Spanish and Mexican land grant holders and their
workers. The modest bungalows and homes seen in the Vermont Knolls neighborhood in South Los
Angeles, west of Vermont Avenue and north of Manchester Avenue, are later examples of stick-built
domestic architecture that purposely utilizes the Spanish style to recall and connect to early settlement
architecture.
The Jordan Downs redevelopment site is situated within an existing low-scale residential neighborhood of
typically one- and two-story single-family homes. The surrounding neighborhoods are also characterized
by narrow building lots with the short side of the parcel facing the street and consistent front yard
setbacks. The building interface between Jordan Downs and the community will occur along Grape
Street, 103rd Street, and
Street where new and existing buildings will front the same streets.
The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan will result in buildings that are taller and denser than those
in the surrounding community.
New buildings will have larger parcels, larger floor plates, incorporate
multiple housing units, and the site will feature mixed-use buildings. Building height, massing, and
modulation guidelines must ensure that these new buifdings will be compatible with and relate well to the
architectural scale of the existing community.

sr"

ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN GOALS

A key goal of these standards is to establish a sense of connection, through design, to the local
architectural history and surrounding community. This type of design identity and connection, or "sense of
place," is established when the architectural character of new buildings is informed by the local climate,
historic legacy, previously used materials, proportions, and details that are related to local buildings,
crafts, and culture.
Southern California and the greater Watts area have a rich legacy of Mediterranean-influenced
architecture that must serve as a design reference for the architectural design within the Jordan Downs
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Urban Village Specific Plan Area. Incorporating the architectural legacy of the surrounding area creates a
sense of belonging to for residents and visitors of Jordan Downs.
The following are the design goals for the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Relate the scale of new buildings to the surrounding neighborhood.
Orient new buildings to pedestrians.
Ensure that new buildings have ground floor uses that promote street level activity.
Provide a range of unit types.
Create strong relationships between people and the physical and natural environment.
Express region-related architectural character and identity.
Buildings that define the public realm arranged and composed to form a continuous street
wall.

USE OF DESIGN STANDARDS
Property developers, desiqners, and contractors must review the following standards prior to starting their
respective Project, and the standards shall constantly serve as reference throughout the construction
process to gauge conformance. The language contained herein honors the wishes of the community and
the standards created by the preceding Master Plan.
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APPENDIX A3: Building Standards
A. Height Transitions and Building Modulation
Buildings located on gih, 103rd, and Grape Street shall include a mixture of 25; and 35' tall buildings to
form a transitional height district so that the building height gradually increases from edges towards the
center of the Jordan Downs Specific Plan Area.
Facade modulation shall be utilized to enhance the visual interest of buildings 'by breaking the mass of a
building, to avoid box-like structures. To accomplish this, a building must have a break in the horizontal
plan approximately every 50 linear feet or less on all building sides. A break must consist of a change in
plane that has a minimum depth of 2 feet and a minimum width of 3 feet. Modulations Is not required for
the ground floor. Balconies may be part of a modulation strategy.

Creative Building modulations is a key
component in urban design by creating an
interesting and diverse building with variable
building forms, contrast of light and shadow,
and other visual elements.

Successful building modulations can break a
building into what seems like smaller pieces,
thereby making a large building appear to be
smaller, contributing to an improved
pedestrian-building scale.
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B. Massing
Building massing shall be established through use of patterned articulation, a variety of roof forms, and
architectural elements that are aggregated together to form a larger overall composition. As buildings get
larger, massing must be broken down or modulated to create intersecting orthogonal volumes, offsets of
building planes, and vertical and horizontal accents that create massing variety. Archltecturalelements
such as balconies, gables, and corbels shall be utilized to accomplish this goal. In addition, tower
elements that rise from the underlying massing to provide additional visual accents may be utilized.
Likewise, architectural components such as entry porches, terrace bays, and arcades at the bottom of
structures can serve as alternatives.

Setbacks are a common method of breaking
the massing of buildings and creates visually
interesting facades,

Utilizing diverse roottorms, towers,
architectural elements/details, and recessed
openings are tools to successful building
massing.
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c. Entrance

Frequency

To enhance interaction and connectivity along public rights-ot-ways, courtyards, and alleys, between
buildings and open spaces, principal functional entries at the ground level. shall occur at distances no
greater than 50 feet along residential and/or mixed-use building blocks, measured along the riqht-of-way.

A neighborhood

that features buildings with multiple entries creates an inviting and hospitable community.

D. Street Walls
Building frontages shall be located at the front property line, at the required setback, to create a strong
street wall. Activate the setback area with a courtyard or "outdoor room" adjacent to the street, by
incorporating residential amenities such as seating or water features, for example.

Storefronts and residential entries located near the sidewalk activities the building facades and creates
opportunities for efficient pedestrian activity.
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E. Pedestrian Paseos/Corridors
Passageways or paseos into mid-block developments that facilitate pedestrian circulation are required in
strategic locations to promote connections between public spaces.

Paseos or walkable pedestrian corridors, allow convenient access between buildings. Since they do not allow
vehicles traffic. thev serve as a welcome contrast from the street adiacent sidewalks.

F. Window Transparency

and Location

For commercial storefronts, the bottom of storefront windows shall be a minimum of 0 inches and a
maximum of 36 inches from the adjacent sidewalk grade. The facades of commercial establishments
must have transparent elements such as doors and windows on at least 50% of the primary ground floor
street facade, and 25% of the corner street, paseo, or alley facing facades. All residential uses, on the
ground floor or above, must have a minimum transparency of 20%, which may include doors, windows,
balconies, terraces, etc, on the street-facing and side facades, and 15% for all rear facades.

Transparent storefronts create an interesting environment for pedestrians. In additions, they have the potential
to contribute to a safer community by allowing more visibility towards the street, compared to blank enclosed
walls.
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G. Skyline and Roof Forms
Variations of roof forms shall be used to create visual distinction between buildings and to incorporate
human-scale modulation that breaks down the bulk and scale of structures. Gables, parapets, and a
combination of flat and sloped roofs shall be utilized. Where feasible, vegetated roofs are encouraged in
order to reduce heat islands and potentially reduce storm water runoff.

Diverse roof forms are an effective strategy at producing

a

visually interesting building.

H. Corner Conditions
On corner lots, or.ienting the building facades and entrances towards the corner is recommended.

Orienting the building towards the comer on comer lots helps to welcome guests as well as residents and
serves as a focal point for efficient navigation.
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I. Ground Floor Use Requirements
To enhance the safety and vitality at the pedestrian level, the public sidewalks, streets, and right-of~ways
at Jordan Downs shall orient ground floor uses to maximize activities and increase "eyes on the street" at
building fronts. Ground level uses shall include residential entries, stoops, semi-private front yards, units
that open to sidewalks, retail and commercial spaces oriented to streets, and other uses that enhance
visible everyday activity such as outdoor seating.

Both public, semi-private
activity.

and private uses should be readily accessible from the street to promote pedestrian

J. Ground Floor Entry Requirements
To highlight the architecture of building entries and encourage a sense of detail at the ground level, all
buildings with a principle functional entry on the ground floor must open onto public space such as a
street, square or park plaza and must be connected to a sidewalk or equivalent provision forwalking.

Entrances should be easily identifiable and promote ease of navigation for pedestrians.
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K. Separation of Entrances
Mixed-use buildings must have a separate ground floor entrance to the residential component or a lobby
that serves both the residential and commercial components. A pedestrian entrance to the commercial
component must be directly accessible from a public street, and open during the posted normal business
hours.

L. Maximum Height of Street Level Uses
Residential units shall be located no more than 30 inches above the adjacent finished grade for courtyard
houses, townhouses, alley townhouses, and townhouses over flats or 48 inches for stacked flat
apartment building types.
Commercial uses and other common shall be located at grade level.
Below grade basement spaces and/or commercial or storage uses are exempt from this guideline.

Storefronts and residents should be located a
minimum height above the adjacent sidewalk,
so that entrances display windows, and all other
uses are accessible and visibfe
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M. Window Treatment Standards and Guidelines
To create an overall sense of identity at Jordan Downs, and to relate new architecture to Southern
California architecture influenced by Mediterranean precedents, windows must generally be recessed by
a minimum of 3 inches from the facade plane. Proportions of windows shall typically be vertical, e.g. taller
than wide. True divided windows are encouraged while windows with fake mullions are discouraged. In
general, ribbon windows are discouraged except to draw attention and create contrast at key locations
such as top floors. Reflective and mirror glass are discouraged, and windows and other openings such
as doors shall be inset into walls to delineate shadows and visual depth, at a minimum of 2 inches.
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APPENDIX A4: Architectural Details Guidelines
Standards for other building elements will complement the above architectural standards by providing
ornamentation, promoting quality of the built environment, and further establishing an identity and sense
of place.
A. Exterior Details
Architectural details that enhance the quality and design of buildings are required. Molding, cornices,
shutters, metalwork, and other decorative elements are encouraged.

Creative and thoughtful use of quality materials contribute to
attractive physical environment.
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a

successful urban context and create an

B. Roof Forms
Low-slope gable and hipped-roof forms with a maximum 4: 12 slope incorporating level changes that
follow changes in wall plane and building mass are required. Eaves with typically minimal or shallow
overhangs must mark the intersection of roofs slopes with building walls. To create a varied skyline, flat
roofs at roof terraces or between massing elements of an overall building form shall be utilized to reduce
overall buildinq mass.

Interesting roofforms
designs.

Incorporate overhangs, cantilevers, and varying slopes to create diverse building

c. Windows

and Fenestration
Fenestration (the relationship between windows/doors and building facades) must include recessed
windows to create distinct patterns of shade and shadow. Windows must feature divided lites and
mullions to create proportions within the window. A diversity of window sizes and shapes within the same
building is encouraged in mixed use buildings. Reflective windows are discouraged. Grouped windows or
combinations of windows can be utilized at the top floors and corners of buildings to create visual interest
and accents.

A strong strategy of the utilization of windows and doors is encouraged to promote attractive buildings.
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D. Use of Indoor-Outdoor Architectural Components
Covered porches, patios, stoops, or terraces at the street level for residential uses are required in
locations that promote connections and community interaction.
Arcades, plazas, and covered walkways
at commercial storefronts or other public buildings are also required in locations that activate public
spaces.

The transition between outdoor and indoor spaces is a special opportunity to invite guest/residents inside and
to leave a lasting impression as they depart. Porches, stoops, and overhangs serve as welcome mats and
creates anticipation of entering a new space, and serve as a visual farewell for those leaving.

E. Exterior Materials
Where appropriate, quality building materials such as stone veneer, brick-work, smooth stucco, tiles, and
treated wood are required on the exteriors of buildings. Design of buildings shall incorporate light-colored
exterior walls utilizing materials such as cement, plaster, and stucco. Use of smooth stucco, particularly
in areas of prominence such as entries and the first and top floors of buildings are encouraged. Red and
reddish earth tone clay, cement, and terracotta tiles shall be used at rootsand at parapet copings.

A diversity of quality building materials creates visual contrast between different buildings and individual stores.
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F. Security Features
Security bars on windows and doors are prohibited in all locations. Security features consistent with
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles shall be integrated into site
planning and architectural/landscape
design.

Window bars can negatively affect the aesthetics of a neighborhood, and create only a perceived feeling of
safety. Therefore, such window bars are prohibited. Rather, open, transparent spaces, and well maintained
landscaping are strategies that can contribute to increased visibility, and therefore, potentially improve safety.

G. light Fixtures
Lighting fixtures must be compatible with their respective building in .terms of size, of style, colors, and
materials. For safety, all parking areas and pedestrian walkways must be illuminated with ornamental
pathway lighting.

Lighting has the potential to improve safety,
and its presence in the build environment
can be used to ornament buildings and
spaces if light fixtures are well designed,
placed, and scaled.
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H. Balcony and Terrace Design
Balconies and terraces shall be integrated into the overall facade design. Balconies must not be used for
storage of personal belongings that are visible from public view. In addition, balconies shall also be
carefully located to protect as much privacy as possible of adjacent residential units and private spaces.

Since each building may nost numerous balconies, their design and placement need to be carefully considered
to create a successful building fagade.
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I. Preferred Color Palette
To realize a consistent identity and character throughout the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan
Area, use of a Mediterranean and Spanish influenced color palette at the exteriors of buildings is
required. In general, the coloration at building exteriors must be light-colored tones of white, beige, and
adobe. Darker base colors, such as earth-toned green,. gray, and terra-cotta tones shall be utilized as
accents to emphasize changes in massing, or used as a primary calor at civic buildi.ngs or paints of
interest. These preselected colors serve as a convenient means to focus an the range of preferred hues,
tones, and color values that will bring a sense of consistency and to the Jordan Downs Urban Village
Specific Plan.

Typical color range for wall colors

Typical color range for accent colors

APPENDIX AS: Site Planning Guidelines
Site Planning Guidelines
1.

Excessively wide driveways shall be avoided.

2.

Cars and delivery/service trucks shall be provided separate entrances to facilitate circulation.
Required parking and .Ioading areas must be located away from primary streets, so as to maintain
the street wall for pedestrians. Alley-loading for deliveries areas are required, where available.

------- -----,-

-.

These examples of areas served exclusively for delivery and unloading onside and back streets create an
opportunity for pedestrians to enter elsewhere, where they may walk without any conflict ..

3.

Curb cuts less than 100 feet apart are prohibited.

4.

Walkways shall be provided from entry to sidewalk; paving materials and color must be consistent
with the surrounding neighborhood.

A strong network of walkways creates a strong sense of place and easy navigation, and a consistent
appearance provides a strong, uniform look to the neighborhood.
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5.

Minimize the amount of elevation changes through careful grading to facilitate disabled access.

In addition to requirements provided in the Americans with Disabilities Act, proper grading and thoughtful
layouts of buildings on a large project scale ensures easy accessibility throughout the Jordan Downs
redevelopment.

6.

Buildings must be oriented to minimize direct sun exposure and maximize natural ventilation.

7.

Windows
privacy.

8.

Utility equipment, disposal areas, maintenance
from, or screened from, the public right of way.

and doors shall be offset from those of existing neighboring

residences

to ensure

doors, and storage areas shall be located away

Locating trash dumpsters, utility cabinets, and maintenance doors at the public right of way negatively impacts
the visual experience of a neighborhood. Such facilities shall be located away from the right of way or screened
with landscaping or attractive masonry.
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9.

Walls shall be well-maintained

and kept free from graffiti.

10. Surface parking lots shall be screened from the right of way with a short decorative
landscaping.

wall or

Where applicable, surface parking lots shall feature a buffer from the sidewalk. These examples illustrate how
short wall and landscaping, though only 3 feet in height, can make a substantial difference in the appearance
and feel of the neighborhood.

a

11. Decorative fencing, railings, and/or short walls are encouraged in appropriate locations and to
define spaces, but must be appropriately scaled, desiqned, and sited to maintain visibility.

Fencing shall be used as attractive elements for public safety and creation of spaces, rather than serve as
barriers and visual blight. When done properly, short fencing has the potential to serve as useful building
material. Such fencing should be transparent and built of quality materials.
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APPENDIX B: PUBLIC REALM
81.
82.
83.

OPEN SPACE STANDARDS
STREETS AND MOBILITY
LIGHTING
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APPENDIX 81: COMMUNITY OPEN SPACE GUIDELINES
Overview
The public open space in Jordan Downs is intended to improve the mental and physical well being and
the social capital of residents and visitors by providing a variety of active and passive open spaces
throughout this Specific Plan area. These open space standards are intended to provide quality outdoor
spaces, promote physical activity, and provide visual aesthetics. Public open spaces shall be within a
quarter mile walking distance from new dwelling units and nonresidential building entrances. Sub-Area
18Bis exempted from the following open space standards due to its use as an agricultural and
demonstration center.
Figure 1 below lists the open space type by location.

-

-

Parks and Greenways, Pedestrian Paseos.
Residential Neighborhood
CommerciallRetail
Mixed-Use
Schools and Community Areas
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A.

Parks, Paseos, and Plazas
1.

The location and site planning of buildings shall promote the creation of courtyards, plazas,
and paseos to create public space.

The large number of buildings within Jordan
Downs creates an opportunity to carefully
locate the proper placement of buildings to
create corridors of open space and plazas at
various locations.

Such courtyards and plazas can ease
navigation while providing an attractive
landscape.
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2.

Entrances and paths shall be accessible to all residents and visitors.

\

\
Outdoor spaces shall be welcoming and inviting areas.

3.

All spaces shall be designed to support a diversity of permanent activities as well as special
events, appropriate to the scale of the open space.

4.

Enhanced crosswalks at all park access points shall be provided.

5.

The Central Park and Freedom Tree Park shall be treated
buildings.

6.

Courtyards, plazas, and paseos shall utilize focal points such as planters, artwork, and kiosks
for ease of navigation.

as Frontage

by all adjacent

Outdoor spaces shall be user friendly and feature landmarks. A large tree within a planter box and clearly
marked pathways help uses navigate through larger open spaces and can serve as locations to meet.

7.

Individual open spaces shall link to a larger open space network.
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8.

Courtyards, plazas, and paseos shall feature landscaped areas, and other amenities such as
lighting, benches, trash receptacles, and drinking fountains.

Amenities should be available for all users to promote activity within outdoor spaces.

9.

Street level fencing, when necessary, shall be semi-transparent,
public safety.

to encourage visibility and

Transparent fences promote visibility for parents observing
children, in addition to both security personnel and the los
Angeles Police Department.

Solid Fences or walls with no transparency
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are prohibited.

10. Streetscapes shall include identifying elements
paving and lighting to establish a sense of arrival.

such as landscape,

signage,

decorative

11. Accentuate spaces with diversified outdoor elements; decorative pilasters, signage, short
garden walls, trellises, pergolas, community art, and other accent fixtures shall be installed
where appropriate.

B.

Planting Materials
1.

Disease-resistant,
drought-tolerant,
and native
landscaped areas throughout this Specific Plan.

plant materials

shall be selected

for all

Proper plant choices can ensure an attractive but efficient and sustainable neighborhood.

2.

Mulch shall be used underneath
conservation.

3.

Trees shall be placed to reinforce views and shade buildings (especially on the south side of
structures) and pathways.

Shaded pathways provide a welcome reliel to
pedestrians.
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all planted materials to promote weed control and water

Trees may be located to shade buildings,
creating a potential to cool buildings and lower
energy demand.

4.

All trees shall be planted at a minimum size of 24" box to ensure survivability and shade at
time of installation.

Properly sized trees shall be planted to ensure viability and immediate benefits at the time of planting.

5.

Open Space shall accommodate various functions
recreation, circulation, education, and habitat.

within

this

Specific

Plan including

Open space has the potential to serve
additional uses, such as food production and
outdoor venues of activities.

6.

Tree species must be an appropriate
use.

7.

Street trees shall provide sufficient shade for walkways and be planted to ensure visibility of
any adjacent store signage. Trees and shrubs must be pruned to maintain visibility and
sightlines at all times.

8.

Trees shall be planted away from underground
lifting of sidewalks.
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height and provide sufficient shade for their intended

utilities. Measures must be taken to avoid

Poor tree selection, placement, and
maintenance can create conditions where tree
roots can lift a Sidewalk, creating a dangerous
conditions and require expensive corrections.

9.

Proper planting strategies and maintenance
ensure a safe, level walkway and attractive
streetscape.

can

Fruit bearing trees are encouraged, but shall not be located within the public right of way, due
to maintenance and litter control. .

10. Existing mature street trees located on Grape, 9ih, and 103rd Street shall be preserved in
place if located in the right of way, rather than replaced, as part of the new streetscape plan,
if feasible.

C. Gateways and Entries

Gateways using a combination of ercnitecturet
elements, signage, and trees create a sense of
arrival, help identify the neighborhood and create
focal landmark.

1.

Retail Gateways
a. Retail gateways must provide identifiable markers that direct vehicles and
pedestrians into the retail areas.
b. Commercial entries located along Alameda Street shall serve as the formal, visible
connections to the development area.
c. Retail gateways shall include signage and enhanced landscape areas.
d. Retail gateways shall include unique architectural elements.
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2.

Residential Gateways
a. Residential gateways shall help community members and visitors easily identify
entrances to residential areas of the development.
b. Residential entries must be more subtle than retail gateways and will reflect the more
private nature of the residential areas.
c. Residential gateways must include signage and enhanced landscaping.
d. The edges of the development area shall compliment the adjacent neighborhood
character including areas of low and medium-density housing and open space (both
public and quasi-public land).
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D. Parks Guidelines
1.

Central Park
The neighborhood park is the
primary public open space of
the Jordan Downs Community and
provides acres of multi-use
activities.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Park entrances and paths
shall be accessible to all
residents and visitors.
The park shall be designed
to support a diversity of
permanent activities as well
as special events.
Enhanced crossings at all
park access points must be
implemented.
Landscaping shall be
informal in passive
recreation areas.
The park shall be treated as
frontage by all adjacent
buildings.
Plantings must
accommodate various
functions within the park
including recreation,
circulation, habitat, and
agricultural CUltivation and
will contribute to a cohesive,
enjoyable landscaped
setting.
Public restroorns must be
included in the park and
should be open only during
park hours.

\

l

Community
Center

I

L

Soccer Field

Tot Lot

Fitness Area

Pavilion
Bermed Hill

Plazal
Amphitheatre
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1. Freedom Tree Park
Freedom Tree Park must provide areas for passive recreation
and shall reflect the cultural heritage of the community.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

Park entrances and paths must be accessible to all residents and visitors
The park shall be designed to support passive activities such as walking, picnicking,
barbecuing, reading, etc.
Enhanced crossings must be implemented at all park access points
Landscaping shall be informal in character
The park shall be treated as frontage by all adjacent buildings
Plantings must be made up primarily of native species to support local wildlife habitat
for insects, birds and shall contribute to a cohesive, enjoyable landscaped setting
Public restrooms must be included in the park and should be open only during park
hours

Picnic Shelter
Outdoor Reading/
Informal Seating Area

;:-

0.1.'I

"

Picnic Area

Barbeque Area
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APPENDIX B2: STREETS AND MOBILITY
Overview
This Specific Plan features a range of street classifications and amenities to create a clear hierarchy of
circulation opportunities to maximize efficiency, create a clear and organized neighborhood, encourage
alternative transportation, and promote public safety. Refer to Map 6, Jordan Downs Urban Village
Specific Plan Street Classifications Map, for an illustration of these street classifications. This section is
intended to create standards for Jordan Downs, and to guide the HACLA, as the Master Developer, to
work with the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (DOT), Department of Public WorkBureau of Engineering (BOE), Sub-Developers, and any other agencies/entities to ensure that these
standards are implemented during the tract map and construction process.
All street classifications within this Specific Plan shall feature on-street parking in all locations, except for
transit stops, mid-block residential lanes, bulb outs, fire lanes, and a segment of Century Boulevard,
between Laurel and Alameda Streets. In addition, all streets shall be continuously lined with sidewalks.
These elements contribute to satisfying goals provided by the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Standards for the LEED-Neighborhood Development requirements for this Specific Plan.
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MAP 6: STREET CLASSIFICATIONS MAP
JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN
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NEIGHBORHOODSTREETS
Century
Blvd.

From Grape
to Laurel

74'

50'

2 at 11'EA

From
Alameda
westbound
to Laurel

86'
to
74'

62'
to
50'

1 WB lane at
13' 2EB turn
lanes at 12';
1 EB lane at
13'; 1 left
turn pocket

60'

36'

2at11'EA

NIA

2 at 7'EA

N/A

64'

52'

2 at 12'6" EA

Potential
rerouted
Transit

1 at 7'
opposite
park. 1 at
8' adjacent
to park

N/A

160'

2 at 28'
EA

1 at 20' on
each side of
the park

N/A

2 at 8'EA
opposite
Park

NIA

2 at 8'EA
Class II
Facilities

2 at 6'
EA

2 at 6' EA

2 at 6' EA

5'

2at 6' EA

2at6' EA

10'

1 at 6'
opposite
park. 1 at
8'
adjacent
to park
4 at 6' EA

1 at 6'
opposite
park

10'

80'wide
central
median
parkway

10'

N/A

LOCAL STREETS
99m;101s ;102n.; Hickory,
Kalarriia,LaurEil,Juriiper
street5;Lou Dillon·arid
Croesus Avenues (South of
102·d)
From
Hickory
Century
Street;
Blvd. to
Juniper
102·d st.
Street
Croesus
Parkway
(Paseo Park)

From 97m St.
to 99th st.

BOUNDARYSTREETS
From Grape
103ro Street
to Alameda

Alameda

From 97'" to
103,d

SouthSide
Both Sides

60'

~

ADDITIONAL RIGHT-OF-WAYTYPES
Locations
35'
Alley
are flexible

Pedestrian
Greenway

Both Sides

~

97" Street
Grape Street

As Existing

60'

20'40'

. Streetscape improvements at these
existing ROW shall include 6'
sidewalks, 6'curb-side planting
strips, and street trees on both
·sides of the street.

10'
10'
10'

N/A

6' sidewalks, 6'curb-side planting
strips, and street trees on West side
of the street.

10'

20' to
pavin
g
strips
(no
Cubs)

20' Shared
surface

NIA

N.A

20'
Shared
surface

20'
Shared
surface

2 at 7'6"
EAin
setback

2'6"

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 at 6'

Planting
througho
ut

10'
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Table 3 Notes:
1. All Vehicle Travels Lanes, Bicycle Facilities, pedestrian facilities, and planting strips are on both sides of the street,
unless otherwise noted.
2. Streets that do not include bicycle facilities are assumed to allow bicycles the full use of the travel lane.
3. Planting Strips are to be grass, vegetated groundcover, shrubs, orrain gardens, as required by the detailed street
design.
4. All widths are subject to minor changes based on detailed design of individual developments
5. All streets include street trees, typically at 25' and 30' on-center. Refer to street tree planting plan.
6. All Design Standards area for new or mostly improved/replaced street rights of way, unless otherwise noted.
7. Rights-of-way Boundary Streets are approximate and vary slightly across their length
8. Approval required by BOE and BOSS for the design, placement, and maintenance of those items as they are
presented by HACLA and or their designated Master Developer
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A. Street Network and Classifications
1.

Century Boulevard Extension
As part of the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan, Century Boulevard shall be
downgraded from a Major Highway Class II to a Modified Collector Street. This downgrade is
consistent with the Master Plan Concept, and the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan
and promotes an urban village by reducing the right of way, encouraging pedestrian activity,
and potentially slowing vehicle speeds.
Century Boulevard will run the full length of the site, nearly a half mile, and has a unified
design and planting strategy. With a 74 foot wide right-of-way, Century Boulevard is wide
enough to accommodate buses, bicycle lanes, parkways and bioswales. Century Boulevard
shall have one travel lane in each direction, with on-street parking along both sides, in most
locations. At intersections, there shall be bulb-outs that can be effective at slowing down
vehicle traffic, further establishing Century Boulevard as a pedestrian friendly street
The
adjacent parkway will have rain-garden or other runoff detention mechanisms that provide an
opportunity for storm-water infiltration from adjacent hardscape surfaces, with periodic breaks
to allow pedestrian access between the curb and sidewalk. Each rain-garden shall run 20
linear feet, with hardscape breaks every 5 to 10 feet to allow street to sidewalk access for
those using street parking. All the residential streets shall be continuously lined with
sidewalks, shall have street trees at 25 feet intervals, and shall have on-street parking along
both sides.
Century Boulevard shall also have pervious paving or other porous surface in the parking
lane to reduce storm-water runoff and allow water to infiltrate into the ground. Century
Boulevard emphasizes multi-modal neighborhood travel, will serve as the main artery for the
entire Specific Plan, may host a future Metro bus stop, and connects open space, the
community center, and mixed used buildings with the outside community.
Other street
amenities include street lighting and street furniture.

2.

Century Boulevard - Alameda Street Intersection
Century Boulevard will widen slightty at the intersection of Alameda Street to accommodate
traffic to and from this Specific Plan, and to create an entry monument that welcomes people
to Jordan Downs. At this intersection, Century Boulevard widens to a right of way of 94 feet,
and features four travel lanes of 12 feet in width, a 12 foot wide turn lane, 5 foot wide bike
lanes in each direction, 6 foot wide sidewalks, and 6 foot wide parkways, with no street
parking. This entrance will host entry monumentsfsignage to clearly identify Jordan Downs
from the outside community.

3.

Streets Adjacent to Park Frontage
Streets fronting onto the Central Park are similar in design to the typical residential street with
sidewalks, street trees, and on-street parking along both sides. However, on the park side,
there is an extra wide 12 foot wide parkway, with an adjacent 12 foot wide walkway and
bicycle pathway, double row of trees, and wide infiltration planters. A bioswale shall run
parallel to the sidewalk, reducing the amount of impervious surfaces and improving the
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quality of storm-water runoff and water quality of pollution generating impervious surfaces,
such as landscaping from parks, which will receive treatment of fertilizers or pesticides.
4.

Typical Residential Street
The typical residential street classification applies to the lesser traveled streets and serves to
connect to streets of higher classifications. These streets will be a modified local street with a
right of way of 60 feet, but differs from the Citywide Local Street standard by including a wider
sidewalk and parkway dimension. The Jordan Downs modified local street shall feature a 6
foot wide sidewalk adjacent to a 6 foot wide parkway, rather than the Citywide local street
standard of a 5 foot wide sidewalk and 7 foot wide parkway. The modified local street will
retain the 36 foot wide paved roadway, consistent with the Citywide standard for local streets.
This increased sidewalk width will encourage more pedestrian activity. These streets wlll
typically be lined with 2-4 story residential buildings on both sides. All the residential streets
shall be continuously lined with sidewalks, shall have street trees at 25 foot intervals, and
shall have on-street parking along both sides of the street. Pedestrian safety and trafficcalming measures at intersections include stop signs and sidewalk bulb-outs. The local
streets emphasize access to individual properties and serve living or work spaces. Local
streets allow for one lane in each direction and are not designed to accommodate regular bus
or truck traffic.
All new streets with adjacent residential uses shall have a targeted speed of 20mph or less
and all new streets facing nonresidential and lor mixed uses shall have a target speed of
25mph or less. Any new cul-de-sac shall have bicycle or pedestrian through-way access with
the exception of cul-de-sacs abutting the school.

5.

Mid-Block Residential Lane
Several of the larger blocks shall be bisected by mid-block residential lanes. These lanes are
smaller in scale and use unit pavers to unify the shared pedestrian and driving surface of the
lane. Typically these lanes will be adjacent to 2, 3, or 4 story attached residential buildings
on both sides. The lanes include columnar-proportion trees. The lanes are similar in design
to the City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Work's Standard Street desiqn "Alley".
Alleys emphasize access to individual properties, and accommodate parking access and
service functions as an alternative to other streets.

6.

Paseo Park at Croessus Avenue and 99

th

Street

sr"

The Paseo Park creates a key entrance to Jordan Downs from
Street. Its unique layout
requires a creative strategy to permit circulation around this park. This paseo park extends
from 99th Street north to 97th Street. The park is bordered by 2 one-way streets, the
extensions of Croesus Avenue. The narrow streets have on-street parking on one street side,
continuous sidewalks, and street trees.

7.

rd

Retail Plaza at 103 Street
The retail plaza extends from 103rd Street north to 102nd Street. The plaza is defined by 2
mixed use buildings with ground floor retail and residential above. The buildings are to be 4
or 5 stories. The plaza includes surface parking behind a low hedge. Four retail pavilions
define the edges of the plaza. Tree-wells are placed within an area of wider sidewalks and
extended paving in anticipation of heavy foot traffic and social use.
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8.

Crosswalks
All crosswalks shall be distinguished with paint and/or lighting and clearly marked.

B. Streets capes
The new Century Boulevard, all new internal and public streets, as well as gil'! Street, Alameda
Street, 103rd Street, and Grape Street adjoining this Specific Plan shall be subject to the following
streetscape provisions under the guidance and approval from BOE and DOT:
1.

Street Tree Selection
Tree species have been selected from the City of Los Angeles Urban Forestry Division Street
Tree Selection Guide.
The proposed street tree network within Figure 8 establishes a comprehensive, clear tree
selection to ensure a consistent pattern throughout the community. The trees were selected
for their durability, tree canopy, and minimal predicted maintenance. Their spacing shall be
typically 25' - 30' on center, but their exact spacing may vary depending on their respective
street classification.
The tree species that have been selected are:
•

Quercus Agrifolia, Coast Live Oak

•

Platanus Racemosa, California Sycamore

•

Cinnamomum

•

Magnolia Grandiflora, Southern Magnolia

Camphora, Camphor Tree

•

Pytus Kawakamii, Evergreen Pear

•

Ulmus Parvifolia Sempervirens, Chinese Elm

•

Phoenix Dactylifera, Date Palm

2.

Fruit-Bearing Trees
Trees bearing fruit for human consumption shall not be located 15' from a public right of way
due to maintenance and upkeep concerns, but are permitted within legally subdivided lots,
within yards, or other spaces. Sub-Area 18B is waived from this provision due to its utilization
as an agricultural education and demonstration center.

3.

Benches
Benches shall be located along all streets as well as pedestrian greenways, or "paseos".
Benches shall be oriented towards the pedestrian path of travel so that people can access
them at bus stops, within parks and open plazas, and at other locations where shade is
provided by trees or structures.

4.

Trash Receptacles
Trash receptacles shall be provided and be located adjacent to seating areas, bus stops and
at entries to parks and plazas for easy access. All trash receptacles shall have a minimum
30 gallon capacity. They shall be integrated into the design of the urban setting, with an
artistic design to either blend in with the surroundings or display them artistically.

5.

Recycling Containers
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Recycling Containers shall be adjacent to, and shall be consistent with the design of, other
trash receptacles within this Specific Plan area, and shall be placed at least every 800 feet on
every mixed-use or non-residential block.

c.

Transportation

Demand Management Regulations

Transportation
Demand Management measures or incentives shall be implemented within this
Specific Plan area. Transportation
Demand Management
measures or incentives shall be
implemented as part of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP).
D. Bicycle Network and linkages
A complete bicycle network is the key to increasing bicycle use and meeting the sustainability goals
of this Specific Plan. The Department of City Planning, as of January 2011, is updating the Citywide
Bike Plan that serves as a comprehensive plan to link fragmented bike routes and create new ones.
The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan begins the effort of implementing a bicycle network in
South Los Angeles by providing exclusive bicycle lanes along the entire length of Century Boulevard
within this Specific Plan boundary.
The Citywide Bike Plan has identified a bike lane fragment on Central Avenue that creates an
opportunity to connect to Jordan Downs, and the region as a whole. Central Avenue is a north-south
corridor that lies approximately 1 mile west of Jordan Downs, and currently features a fragmented
rd
bike line that starts at the intersection of Central Avenue and 103 Street The proposed Citywide
Bike Plan recommends this fragment extend north with exclusive bike lanes on Central Avenue to
downtown Los Angeles. In addition, the Citywide Bike Plan recommends that Century Boulevard
feature a bike lane from this Specific Plan boundary, heading west towards Wilmington Avenue.
rd
Finally, the Citywide Bike Plan recommends that 103 Street become a bicycle friendly street as it
runs east towards Jordan Downs. Hence, this Specific Plan includes a bike component to connect to
the proposed improvements contained within this proposed bicycle network.
The extension and redesign of Century Boulevard as a modified collector street provides the ideal
opportunity to increase the bicycle network in this area. Century Boulevard shall include a bike lane
from South Alameda Street to Grape Street. The path shall be 5 feet in width and shall be situated
between the travel lane and the parking lane on both sides of Century Boulevard.
A sharrow shall be implemented on the east side of Central Park on Croesus Avenue. The sharrow
indicates where bicyclists should ride to avoid traveling within the door zone of parked cars or to
protect from buses. These sharrows provide an opportunity for this Specific Plan to encourage safer
and more comfortable bike travel, particularly if a bus route is intended to be re-routed down Croesus
rd
Avenue. In addition, this route connects Century Boulevard to 103 Street, which creates an
rd
opportunity to connect to the Blue Line's 103 Street station.
These strategies will allow bicyclists to navigate Jordan Downs, but also allows connections to
Central Avenue, the 103rd Street station, and beyond. The Department of City Planning, in
conjunction with the City's Department of Transportation shall ensure the implementation of these
bicycle connections to and from Jordan Downs.
E. Transit

1. Overview
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Potential connections to local transit provides another opportunity to create transportation
alternatives for Jordan Downs residents.
Jordan Downs is currently served by multiple
agencies; this Specific Plan strengthens those existing connections and create new ones,
thereby facilitating transit options, reducing vehicle trips, and further accomplishing the Plan's
sustainability goals.

2.

Metro & DASH Connections
Jordan Downs is served by multiple transit agencies, as identified in the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR). However, due to the close proximity and direct project opportunities and
potential for linkages, this Specific Plan focuses on connections with the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) and the City of Los Angeles, Department of
Transportation (DASH).
rd

The Local 117 easUwest bus line runs every 20 minutes along 103 Street to LAX and via
Alameda Street and Tweedy Boulevard east to Downey. This Specific Plan has identified a
slight reroute of Local 117 so that it runs through Jordan Downs, with stops connecting the
commercial center along Alameda Street, the Family Resource Center, the gym, access to
rd
Jordan High School and the retail plaza along 103 Street. The community is also served by
a Watts DASH bus loop, operated by LADOT, which passes by Jordan Downs via 103rd
Street every 20 minutes. The Dash has a stop at the Metro Blue Line station at 103rd. Transit
routes within or adjacent to the project shall address street amenities including bus shelters,
signage, bike racks, and public bulletins with transit information. Metro and LADOT shall
coordinate to provide service to the expanded new population anticipated to occupy Jordan
Downs upon full project build out.
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APPENDIX 83: LIGHTING
All lighting should define the pedestrian realm, bring the street scale down to a human level, and provide
a secure nighttime environment while minimizing unintentional overflow. Where appropriate, lighting shall
also highlight key entries, intersections, and architecture.
Lighting shall also support sustainability goals by being energy efficient and including products such as
solar powered fixtures and/or LED technology.
Lighting shall be appropriately scaled to its respective street classification. Lights on the redesigned
Century Boulevard shall be 30 feet tall, pole mounted fixtures for vehicles, in addition to pedestrian
oriented 15' tall light fixtures. Lights on all other streets shall also feature 15 foot tall pedestrian-scale,
pole mounted fixtures. All parks, plazas, and paseos shall have pedestrian scale light fixtures, in-ground
light fixtures, bollards, and other appropriately scaled fixtures.
Further guidelines are located in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C: LEED-ND RATING SYSTEM
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LEED ND Rating System
One of the goals of this Specific Plan is to satisfy the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design for
Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) requirements at the Gold level. This objective will promote
Jordan Downs as a housing development that features sustainable strategies throughout is design.
To meet LEED-ND criteria, a project must score a certain number of points through certain pre-requisites
and various credits within five separate categories. These five categories are:
1. Smart Location and Linkages
2. Neighborhood Pattern and Design
3. Green Infrastructure and Building
4. Innovation and Design
5. Regional Priority

LEED Categories
The Specific Plan addresses many of the design requirements of the categories above through various
strategies.
Most of these design strategies focused on one of the above categories: Neighborhood
Pattern and Design. Other criteria not necessarily linked to design strategies but satisfied by this Specific
Plan are listed below.
1.

Smart Location and Linkages
Most of the points available in this category are pre-existing conditions of the project site and
surrounding area. This category is intended to avoid sprawling development and destruction of
habitat and natural wild lands by encouraging infill development. The Jordan Downs Urban
Village Specific Plan meets the pre-requisites of this category: Smart Location, (Preservation of)
Imperiled Species and Ecological Communities, Wetland and Water Body Conservation,
Agricultural Land Conservation, and Floodplain Avoidance.

2.

Neighborhood Pattern and Design
This credit relates to human-scaled streetscapes with buildings that are pulled up to the sidewalk
to create a continuous street wall, wide sidewalks, appropriate street widths and non-residential
buildings meeting FAR requirements. These features should create a safe and inviting
neighborhood
that promotes reduced vehicle usage through improved walk-ability
and
transportation efficiency. The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan meets the pre-requisites
of this category: Walkable Streets, Compact Development,
and Connected and Open
Community. In addition, the Plan scores highly with other credits within this category, such as:
(Providing) Mixed-Use Neighborhood Centers, Mixed-Income Diverse Communities, Transit
Facilities, Tree-Lined Streets, and Access to Recreation/Public Spaces.

3.

Green Infrastructure and Building
This category is focused on buildings that minimize their ecological footprint by reducing energy
and water consumption, as well as mitigation of construction impacts. The Plan satisfies the prerequisites by providing at least one LEED-Certified building, and by meeting a minimum threshold
for water and energy efficiency for buildings. The intention of this credit category is focused on
reducing the environmental consequences of conventional building and construction practices.
This section includes standards for green building, energy and water efficiency as well as
construction activity pollution prevention requirements.
Three of the four prerequisites in this
category are satisfied by existing City of Los Angeles or State of California requirements.
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4. Innovation and Design
This category focuses on utilizing several different strategies that collectively reduce the
ecological footprint of projects. The proposed Specific Plan does not achieve any of the credits
within this category.

5. Regional Priority
The Regional Priority points provide incentives to address geographically specific environmental
issues, USGBC regional councils and chapters, the Congress for the New Urbanism chapters,
and representatives of Smart Growth America's State and Local Caucus have identified 6 credits
per rating system that are of particular importance to specific areas. Each Regional Priority credit
is worth an additional 1 point, and a total of 4 additional points may be earned by achieving
Regional Priority credits, with 1 point earned per credit. If the project achieves more than 4
Regional Priority credits, the team can choose the credits for which these paints should apply.
The regional priority credits for the Jordan Downs Project are as follows:
•

Bicycle Network and Storage

•
•

Walkable Streets
Mixed-Use Neighborhood Centers

•

Mixed-Income

•

Tree-Lined and Shaded Streets

•

Building Water Efficiency

Diverse Communities

These prerequisites referenced herein should be applied by the City's Planning and/or Building
Departments when the development approaches the design and construction phase. These following
standards should be strictly enforced and submitted for future LEED verification and certification.

Critical LEED ND Standards to Be Addressed During Design and/or Construction
In order to realize the sustainability efforts at Jordan Downs through construction and design, architects,
landscape architects, engineers and developers shall implement feasible all of the following requirements
and recommendations as they pertain to LEED ND prerequisites.

Green Building
The project design should be constructed or retrofit to a minimum of one building within the
Jordan Downs Development to be certified through LEED for New Construction, Existing Buildings: O&M,
Homes, Schools, Retail: New Construction or LEED for Core and Shell (with at least 75% of the floor are
certified under LEED for Commercial Interiors or LEED for Retail: Commercial Interiors)

Energy Efficiency
Option 1 or 2 (for the HACLA to select):
1.

All nonresidential, mixed-use and multiunit residential buildings four stories and more constructed
as part of the project shall demonstrate an average 10% improvement over ASHRAE Standard
90.1-2007. All new multiunit residential buildings three stories of fewer constructed as part of the
project shall meet EN ERGY STAR 2008 criteria.

2.

All nonresidential,
mixed-use and multiunit residential buildings four stories and more
constructed as part of the project shall demonstrate an average 10% improvement over California
Energy Efficiency 2008 Standards, Title 24, Part 6. All new multiunit residential buildings three
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stories of fewer constructed as part of the project shall demonstrate an average of 15%
improvement over California Energy Efficiency 2008 Standards, Title 24, Part 6 and Home
Energy Rating System (HERS) verification.

Water Efficiency

Water conservation is an important goal as the City of Los Angeles is facing drought conditions and a
shortage of outside water resources. Indoor water usage in new nonresidential, mixed-use, and
multifamily buildings and building undergoing major renovations shall be an average of 20% less than in
baseline buildings. Calculations are based on estimated occupant usage and include only the following
fixtures and fixture fittings (as applicable to the project scope): Water closets, urinals, lavatory faucets,
showers, kitchen sink faucets, and pre-rinse spray valves. The water efficiency threshold is calculated as
a weighted average of water usage for the buildings constructed as part of the project based on their
conditioned square footage. Projects may also follow the LEED for Multiple Buildings and On-Campus
Building Application Guide Alternative calculation methodology to show compliance with this prerequisite.
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APPENDIX D: BACKGROUND AND VISION

Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan

BACKGROUND

A.

Specific Plan Location
Jordan Downs is located at 9800 Grape Street in Los Angeles, California, 90002. The Jordan
Downs Urban Village Specific Plan area that is generally bounded by Grape Street on the West,
103fd Street on the South, Alameda Street on the East and 97th Street on the North, includes the
existing Jordan Downs public housing complex. The total acreage of the project area is 118.50
acres; approximately 42 acres of this total acreage is currently within the County of Los Angeles
and is proposed to be annexed.
Currently, Jordan Downs has approximately 2,200 residents
within 700 public housing units.
Jordan Downs is located within the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan Area and Los
Angeles Council District 15. In addition, Jordan Downs is in the
Congressional District, the 2ih
nd
State Assembly District, the 52
State Senate District, and County of Los Angeles, 2nd

as"

Supervisory District.
B.

Specific Plan Setting and Surrounding Land Use
The existing
Los Angeles
the 42 acre
boundary of

Jordan Downs housing complex and high school site forms a portion of the City of
eastern boundary. It abuts unincorporated County of Los Angeles land, most notably
industrial zoned parcels to be annexed by the City of Los Angeles. The eastern
this Specific Plan area is Alameda Street, and beyond that is the City of South Gate.

Jordan Downs is served by: Century Boulevard, which terminates into the existing Specific Plan
rd
area, is classified as a Major Highway, Class II. 103 Street, which serves as the southern
boundary, and 9ih Street, which serves as the northern boundary, are classified as Collector
Streets. Grape Street forms the western boundary and is classified as a local street. Alameda
Street, which forms the eastern boundary of this Specific Plan area is also a Major Highway, Class
II, and runs parallel to the Alameda Corridor, a 20 mile long rail line that connects the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach to the rail hubs near downtown Los Angeles. At this location just east of
this Specific Plan area, the rail line is below street grade.
There are a number of public transportation routes serving Jordan Downs. The Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (LADOT) Local Commuter Dash Route serves the subject Specific
rd
Plan site with a few stops along 103 Street. The Dash service carries passengers to two major
rd
public transit rail stations; the Blue Line Station at 103 Street, and the Green Line Station at the
Avalon and the 1-105 Freeway. The Blue Line also intersects the Imperial-Wilmington Green Line
Station.
This Specific Plan area currently contains a diversity of land uses. Public facilities include the
Jordan Downs Recreation Center and David Starr Jordan High School. Industrial uses occupy
most of the 42-acre annexation area. It is located on the north-east corner of this Specific Plan site
where 9ih Street intersects into Alameda Street. The site previously stored hundreds of truck
containers/trailers.
In addition, a World War II ammunitions assembly and storage facility was
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located here. A vacant/abandoned industrial building resembling an old steel foundry exists on the
interior corner of the property, and will have to be demolished upon environmental approval.
David Starr Jordan High School, owned by the LAUSD, is located on the southeast section of this
Specific Plan area, and had 1,700 students enrolled in the 2008-09 school year. It has important
community and recreational amenities such as an auditorium, athletic track field, and a basketball
gym. In addition, the High School is registered with the California Office of Historic Preservation
Historical Resources Inventory due to its historical significance. Its proximity to Jordan Downs is
viewed as an asset and is an important element of this Specific Plan's design which has a set goal
of ensuring that 50% of the dwelling units are within % mile of schools.
The Mudtown Farms Agricultural Education and Demonstration Center completes the group of
parcels that make up this Specific Plan site. This Center that sits on the southwest corner of this
Specific Plan area holds great potential for improving sustainable practices in this Specific Plan
site and is part of the enduring heritage of Jordan Downs.
This Specific Plan area is surrounded primarily by low to medium-density housing north of sz"
Street, medium-density housing west of Grape Street, and low density housing buffered by
rd
medium density housing on the southern border along 103
Street. Some neighborhood
commercial areas are located along Wilmington Avenue, southwest of this Specific Plan Area. On
the eastern border and the southeast corner this Specific Plan site abuts the cities of South Gate
and Lynwood, respectively. In addition to the proximity of housing there are also several
nd
community facilities near this Specific Plan area such as 102 Street Elementary School near the
southwest corner of this Specific Plan site, and Ted Watkins Park to the west, as weI! as the
rd
nearby Metro Blue Line, 103 Street station which is located approximately 8110 of a mile from this
Specific Plan site.
C.

Existing General Plan Land Use and Zoning
Currently the portions of this Specific Plan that are within the City of Los Angeles are assigned two
separate General Plan Land Use Designations: Low Medium II Residential and Public Facilities,
Low Medium II Residential falls within a larger category of Medium Residential.
The parcels located within the City of Los Angeles are currently assigned two separate zones. The
majority of the existing housing units are located on parcels zoned RD2-1, which is an abbreviation
for Restricted Density-Multiple Dwelling 2. This zone allows for relatively [ower density multi-family
housing units, which places a maximum density of dwelling units based on a formula of one
dwelling unit for every 2,000 square feet of [at area.
Jordan High School is located on parcels zoned Public Facilities, or PF-1. This Public Facilities is
typically assigned to civic buildings, government owned facilities, or rights of way.
The parcels currently located within the County of Los Angeles are zoned the County's zone of
M2. This zone is the second most industrial-intensive zone, and allows for heavy industrial uses
such as metal recycling, various manufacturing, and other intensive uses.

D.

Existing Physical Site Characteristics
This Specific Plan area is an infill site, surrounded by development, and relatively flat. The area's
topography gently descends about 10 vertical feet from northeast to southwest, with the highest
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elevation approximately 116 feet above sea level. An underground drainage system runs through
the Jordan Downs public housing project and the adjacent 21.08 acre former industrial lot.
The 49.48 acre Jordan Downs housing complex is on the western side of this Specific Plan area
and is composed of 103 two-story townhouse style buildings with a total of 700 housing units and
is home to approximately 2,200 residents.
The existing on-site roadway network for Jordan
Downs is inconsistent with the surrounding grid system, it is composed of three loop roadways:
one roadway
Place) that serves the north portion of the site, and two loop roadways (10151
nd
Street and 102 Street) that serve the south portion of the site and are connected by Juniper
rd
Street. The main access points to the site are 103 Street from Alameda Street, a major arterial
highway and Century Boulevard that ends at this Specific Plan site.

rss"

E.

Master Plan
In 2010, the HACLA adopted a Master Plan for the redevelopment of Jordan Downs. The Master
Plan will guide the comprehensive redevelopment of Jordan Downs by adding housing units,
mixed-use opportunities, a central park, and a new street grid. However, these concepts contained
within the Master Plan are not feasible within the existing legal parcels and zoning assigned to
Jordan Downs. The Master Plan serves thus as a vision document of what may be possible due to
the City Charter and LAMC requirements, in addition to requirements set forth by the California
Environmental Quality Act. As a result, the adoption of a Specific Plan and certification of an
Environmental Impact Report is necessary. This Specific Plan serves as the implementation tool
of the Master Plan by amending the zones and land use designations of each block of land. In
addition, a tract map is necessary to create new legal lots and a street grid that creates efficient
circulation. This Specific Plan honors the vision and intent of the Master Plan.

SPECIFIC PLAN VISION
A.

Overview
Jordan Downs will become a model of social and environmental sustainability through the
planning, design and development effort identified within this Specific Plan.
The social
sustainability efforts stem from the comprehensive community input process through the Southern
California Association of Govemments Compass Blueprint Community Workshop process, the
results of which are explained in the HAC LA's Family First Plan located in the appendix of this
Specific Plan. The environmental sustainability component of the Jordan Downs Urban Village
Specific Plan is a result of the core neighborhood development principles established by the US
Green Building Council (USGBC) under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design for
Neighborhood Development (LEED ND) Rating System. This rating system is the first national
standard for sustainable neighborhood design and has been integrated throughout this Specific
Plan to incorporate the principles of smart growth, new urbanism, mobility, and green buildings.
Using the framework of other LEED rating systems, LEED for Neighborhood Development
recognizes development projects that successfully protect and enhance the overall health, natural
environment, and quality of life of communities. The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan,
along with the social and environmental
sustainabillty efforts herein intends to create a
neighborhood that will significantly transform the community into a safe, thriving, desirable, and
livable urban community with many social and physical amenities. Thus, the creation of the Urban
Village desiqnation is reinforced through the establishment of the "UV" suffix adhered to the new
proposed zones.
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The Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan is a comprehensive, mixed-use, mixed-income
development featuring diverse building typologies and a variety of densities. The non-residential
components of the Plan include expansive common open spaces integrated with both educational
and job creation components, resulting in a green and sustainable community.
It is important for the City to have a complete, comprehensive code that regulates this unique
development. Currently, the Los Angeles Municipal Code lacks the appropriate zoning standards
to allow for a mixed-use community with such customized components/elements
of this scale.
Since this Specific Plan requires various standards, it is appropriate that the unique Jordan Downs
Master Plan be developed and implemented through a Specific Plan, in accordance with LAMC
Section 11.5.7.
This Specific Plan allows rules to be tailored for the 118-acre site and permits the incorporation of
custom design guidelines and more extensive landscape than required by the LAMC, as well as
establishes the preliminary zoning of the 42-acre portion of land undergoing annexation. Also, this
Specific Plan allows for flexibility in the implementation to allow the plan to respond to market
preferences in the long-term build-out of this Specific Plan site. This Specific Plan and LEED-ND
principles allows the future development to utilize innovative techniques such as variable setbacks
to maximize usable public and private open space, multi-family homes, shared common open
space and compact, clustered single-family homes encouraging pedestrian activity, all integrated
within the same mixed-use community. By using a Speclfic Plan, the entire streetscape can be
coordinated between the residential and commercial uses, creating a seamless experience. In
some regulations this Specific Plan provides for stringent requirements along Alameda Boulevard
to ensure compatibility with the residential neighborhood and educational facilities of the
redeveloped Specific Plan. Overall, the cohesiveness and enhanced design created by this
Specific Plan maximizes the ability to create a sustainable community with compatible land uses,
and results in a predictable development for the established and future residents of Jordan Downs.
B.

Development

Program

This Specific Plan calls for a variety of land uses including Residential, Community Facility and
Open Space sites, as well as land reserved for employment uses. Two possible school sites are
identified in addition to the LAUSD's current Jordan High School grounds. Ground floor retail fronts
onto key pedestrian-oriented sites and circulation routes.
The majority use of this Specific Plan is residential development, consisting of the replacement of
the existing 700 dwelling units, plus a proposal for up to 1,100 new dwelling units to be built in a
variety of residential building types, including townhouses and stacked flats in multiple and varied
configurations, for a total project yield of up to 1,800 units. Community facilities include the Family
Resource Center and a new gym. This Specific Plan concept includes up to 250,000 square feet
of new commercial/office Iretail Floor Area on seven acres of existing industrial land along the
Alameda Street corridor, plus up to 20,000 gross square feet of community-serving retail and
services Floor Area in mixed-use buildings. In addition to residential, commercial, and educational
uses, the plan includes a network of parks and open space totaling approximately 8.9 acres,
centered in and around the central park.
Implementation of the Specific Plan is anticipated to result in up to 1,800 residential units, which
will contain a mix of replacement public housing, affordable rental units (including senior housing
unitsO, and market rate (for rent and home ownership) condominium units. HACLA is committed
to preserving the present level of affordability for the residents of the existing 700 public housing
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units. The affordable and replacement units may, as required by HUD, the HACLA or other
funders, be evidenced by recorded use restrictions.

C.

Subareas
The land within this Specific Plan boundaries is divided into three distinct Subareas. The Subareas
are necessitated by the existing conditions and industrial operations, unique characteristics, and
contrast in land uses within this Specific Plan. These Subareas each have regulations attached to
them- see Section 6 - Land Use for more information on the zones assigned to each Subarea.
The three Subareas are shown on Map 3, Proposed Subareas Map:

D.

1.

Subarea 1: Multi-Family Residential,
Space, and Commercial/Manufacturing

2.

Subarea 2: Heavy Manufacturing

3.

Subarea 3: Medium/Heavy

LEED-Neighborhood

Public Facilities, Parks and Open

Manufacturing

Development Standards

The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Neighborhood Development (ND) is
a nationwide rating system administered by the United States Green Building Council, a non-profit
organization that promotes sustainable, environmentally friendly building practices. LEED ND
principles encourage smart growth and new urbanism best practices, promoting the location and
design of neighborhoods that reduce vehicle miles traveled and communities where jobs and
services are accessible by foot or public transit. It promotes more efficient energy and water use,
which is especially important in densely populated urban areas such as Jordan Downs.
Strengthening the overall neighborhood sustainability qualities of Jordan Downs enhances the
opportunities for implementing similar strategies in future developments in the surrounding Watts
area.
LEED-ND creates a menu of points within three primary credit categories: Smart Location and
Linkages, Neighborhood Pattern and Desiqn, and Green Infrastructure and Building. By obtaining
the most points possible, a project achieves LEED-ND certification at one of four levels; certified,
silver, gold, and platinum. The infill location of Jordan Downs encompasses many qualities serve
as a foundation for creating a sustainable neighborhood in an urban setting. For example, the
existing street grid and proximity to public transit make up many of the credits within the category
of Smart Location and Linkages within LEED-ND.
In addition, the Neighborhood Pattern and
Design credit category of LEED-ND encompasses many sustainability strategies that should
reduce the carbon footprint of the community while creating healthier, cleaner environments for
residents and neighbors. These LEED-ND specific requirements are not applicable to blocks 18B,
30A, 30B, 30C, 31, and 32.
The Housing Authority (HACLA) and the Los Angeles Department of City Planning have a goal
that the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan designed to meet the LEED-ND Gold Level
with a goal to achieve certification.
To that end, this Specific Plan utilizes design strategies that
satisfy certain requirements within the Neighborhood Pattern & Design: Walkable Streets category
and prerequisites within the Green Building and Infrastructure credit category.
See Appendix C of this Plan for standards related to green building and infrastructure.
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By achieving certification and applying LEED ND as a tool to accomplish the aforementioned
Sustainability Principles, Jordan Downs has the potential to create opportunities for implementing
similar strategies in other public housing projects surrounding Watts.
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ATTACHMENT A (Conditions for Subarea 2)
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

No scrap, salvage, junk or other raw materials, equipment or finished products shall be placed or
allowed to remain outside of an enclosed yard area or within the access ways needed for parking
spaces, driveways or fire access driveways,
The hours of operation shall be limited to 7:00 am to 3:30 pm Monday through Friday, and 7:00 am to
11:30 am on Saturday,
Raw material, equipment or finished products shall be stored and secured within an enclosed storage
area,
No wrecked or dismantled vehicles, salvage, junk or other raw materials, equipment or finished
products shall be stored at a height greater than that of the surrounding fence if located within 10 feet
of the surrounding fence,
All new operations and storage, including all equipment used in conducting a scrap metal yard use,
other than parking, shall be confined within an enclosed building or within an area enclosed by a 10foot high solid wall or solid fence,
All new fences and waifs shall be of a uniform height in relation to the ground upon which they stand
and shall be between eight and 15 feet in height. Fences or walls exceeding 10 feet in height and
located on a street or highway frontage must be set back at least 3 feet from the property line and the
setback area shall be fully landscaped,
Fences and walls directly adjacent to any public street or highway or any area in a residential or
commercial zone shall be constructed of metallic panels, at least .024 inches thick, painted with
"baked-on" enamel or similar permanent finish, masonry or other comparable materials approved by
the Director,
All fences and walls shall be painted a uniform, neutral color excluding black, and improvements shall
be maintained in a neat and orderly condition at all times,
Except for required landscaping, the entire property shall be paved with concrete or an asphalt
surfacing or an oil and aggregate mixture to prevent emission of dust or tracking of mud onto public
rights-of-way or adjacent properties,
Incineration of waste materials shall be strictly prohibited,
Operations involving the use of heavy equipment for the breaking and dismantling of material,
including but not limited to a breaking ball, shall be adequately shielded and located to prevent
ejection of materials onto adjacent properties,
Storage and processing of live or declassified explosives devices and material or military ordnance of
any kind shall be strictly prohibited,
All storage containers or tanks shall be depressurized and free of explosive or flammable materials
before processing. The property owner shall post and maintain signage in conspicuous locations
informing its customers of the materials that are prohibited at the facility.
Amplified sound equipment intended to be audible outside the building shall only be mounted facing
northeast. The volume shall be controlled so that it is only audible to persons on the site,
The use of vibration equipment shalf not exceed the perception level of 0.01 in/s of motion velocity at
the nearest occupied dwellings or buildings,
All portions of outside storage areas are required to provide adequate grading and drainage and shall
be continuously maintained,
Any lighting within the yard area and parking lot shall be shielded and directed away from adjacent
properties to prevent direct illumination and glare,
All landscaped areas shall be continuously and properly maintained in good condition,
The property owner shall provide a buffer area of not less than fifty (50) feet in width along the
westerly and southerly property line. The buffer area shall be clearly delineated and maintained.
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20.

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

28.
29.

30.

31.

32.

Except for required parking area located along the southerly property line and storage of nonhazardous and non-combustible materials (provided that such storage use shall be subject to
subsection 20 below) operations associated with the scrap metal yard are strictly prohibited within this
buffer area,
Such required buffer area may be used for storage of non-hazardous and non-combustible material,
to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning, in consultation with pertinent City Departments. The
property owner shall provide a list of material proposed for storage within this buffer area, subject to
review and approval by the Director of Planning,
[reserved]
A meeting shall be hosted by the property owner annually, to which the administrator or principal of
David Starr Jordan High School and a representative of the Los Angeles Unified School District Board
of Education District 7 shall be invited. A representative of the Department of City Planning, Office of
Zoning Administration shall also be present at this meeting. The meeting shall provide the school an
opportunity to discuss issues and concerns regarding the facility's operations. Following each
meeting the property owner shall provide a report to the Department of City Planning within 30 days
of said meeting. Should any concerns be identified, the property owner shall diligently address these
issues to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning,
All structures shall comply with the requirements of the Los Angeles Department of Building and
Safety,
The subject facility shall be developed and maintained in compliance with the requirements of the Los
Angeles County Department of Health Services,
All structures, walls, and fences open to public view shall remain free of graffiti,
In the event any graffiti occurs, the property owner shall remove or cover said graffiti within 24 hours
of such occurrence, weather permitting. Paint utilized in covering such graffiti shall be a color that
matches, as closely as possible, the color of the adjacent surfaces,
The property owner shall maintain a minimum of thirty-three onslte parking spaces (28 standards and
5 truck spaces), including two spaces designated and reserved for disabled persons, one of which
shall be van accessible. Adequate access to all required parking spaces shall be maintained. The
parking spaces shall be available for business and employee usage at all times, and no inoperable
vehicles shall be parked or stored in the required parking spaces,
The property owner shall comply with all regulations, laws, and ordinances of the County of Los
Angeles and the State of California,
All fences and walls shall be constructed in a workmanlike manner and shall consist solely of new
materials unless the Director approves the substitution of used materials, where such used materials
will provide the equivalent in service, appearance, and useful life,
No structures shall be used as part of the yard boundaries. All structures that are exposed to view
from the street frontage shall be painted a neutral color, excluding black, to conform the color of the
fencing/walls,
The property owner shall diligently exercise discretion in the intake and processing of materials that
pose a potential health or safety risk. The designated Safety Coordinator or a qualified employee
shall be assigned to inspect every incoming load of materials for the presence of prohibited or
otherwise hazardous materials. Said safety coordinator or qualified employee shall reject the intake of
all prohibited or otherwise hazardous materials,
The property owner shall provide contact information to the facility's designated safety coordinator to
the Department of Regional Planning, the Los Angeles Unified School District, and David Starr
Jordan High Schoof. Appropriate corrective measures to address complaints regarding the operation
shall be implemented promptly by the property owner to the satisfaction of the Director,
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33. The property owner shall post sign(s) on the subject property in English and Spanish with the contact
telephone numbers for the facility manager, Safety Coordinator, and the City of Los Angeles,
Department of Building and Safety, Code Enforcement Section,
34. All activities, including the use of equipment and machines at the project site shall be required to
comply with the provisions and restrictions of the Los Angeles County Noise Ordinance, and
35. The property owner shall provide and continuously have on file with the Department of City Planning
a contact name and phone number of an authorized operator of the recycling facility, in the event that
communication by the Department is warranted relative to these conditions.
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ATTACHMENT B (Conditions for Subarea 3)
No scrap, salvage, junk or other raw materials, equipment or finished products shall
be placed or allowed to remain outside of an enclosed yard area or within the access ways
needed for parking spaces, driveways or fire access driveways,
2.
The hours of operation of the Scrap Metal Processing Yard on Block 31 of the
Specific Plan shall be limited to 7:00 am to 3:30 pm Monday through Friday, and 7:00 am to
11:30 am on Saturday,
3.
Raw material, equipment or finished products shall be stored and secured within an
enclosed storage area,
4.
No wrecked or dismantled vehicles, salvage, junk or other raw materials, equipment
or finished products shall be stored at a height greater than that of the surrounding fence if
located within 10 feet of the surrounding fence,
5.
All new operations and storage, including all equipment used in conducting a scrap
metal yard use, other than parking, shall be confined within an enclosed building or within an
area enclosed by a 10-foot high solid wall or solid fence,
6.
All new fences and walls shall be of a uniform height in relation to the ground upon
which they stand and shall be between eight and 15 feet in height. Fences or walls
exceeding 10 feet in height and located on a street or highway frontage must be set back at
least 3 feet from the property line and the setback area shall be fully landscaped,
7.
Fences and walls directly adjacent to any public street or highway or any area in a
residential or commercial zone shall be constructed of metallic panels, at least .024 inches
thick, painted with "baked-on" enamel or similar permanent finish, masonry or other
comparable materials approved by the Director,
S.
All fences and walls shall be painted a uniform, neutral color excluding black, and
improvements shall be maintained in a neat and orderly condition at all times,
9.
Except for required landscaping, the entire property shall be paved with concrete or
an asphalt surfacing or an oil and aggregate mixture to prevent emission of dust or tracking
of mud onto public rights-of-way or adjacent properties,
10.
Incineration of waste materials shall be strictly prohibited,
11.
Operations involving the use of heavy equipment for the breaking and dismantling
of material] including but not limited to a breaking ball, shall be adequately shielded and
located to prevent ejection of materials onto adjacent properties,
12.
Storage and processing of live or declassified explosives devices and material or
military ordnance of any kind shall be strictly prohibited,
13.
All storage containers or tanks shall be depressurized and free of explosive or
flammable materials before processing,
14.
Amplified sound equipment intended to be audible outside the building shall only be
mounted facing northeast. The volume shall be controlled so that it is only audible to
persons on the site,
15.
The use of vibration equipment shall not exceed the perception level of 0.01 in/s of
motion velocity at the nearest occupied dwellings or buildings,
16.
All portions of outside storage areas are required to provide adequate grading and
drainage and shall be continuously maintained,
17.
Any lighting within the yard area and parking lot shall be shielded and directed away
from adjacent properties to prevent direct illumination and glare] and
18.
All landscaped areas shall be continuously and properly maintained in good
condition.
1.
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July 31,2013

The Honorable Mike Feuer
City Attorney
th
200 North Main Street, 8 Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012-4131
Attention:

Edward C. Young
Deputy City Attorney

RE:

REVISED DRAFT OF ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING THE JORDAN DOWNS URBAN VILLAGE SPECIFIC
PLAN

CF - 13-0174
CPC File No. 2010-0031-5P-AD
The Los Angeles Department of City Planning has received from your office a revised draft ordinance
establishing the Jordan Downs Urban Village Specific Plan, pursuant to action of the Planning and Land
Use Management Committee of City Council. This revised ordinance differs substantially from the
version of the draft ordinance approved on March 8,2012, by the City Planning Commission. Pursuant
to Sections 558 and 559 of the City Charter, I therefore disapprove on behalf of the City Planning
Commission the draft of the ordinance prepared by your office and recommend that it not be adopted
by the City Council.
Very truly yours,
Michael J. LoGrande
Director of Planning

(da-~
Alan Bell, AICP
Deputy Director of Planning

